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STRIKERS FIRE
Oil

noble ease ami those who would teach
us to admire successful wrong-doinOur ideals should be high, and yet
they should be capable of achievement
in practical fashion; and we are as
little to be excused if we permit our
ideals to bo tainted with what Is sordid and mean and base, as if we allow our power of
achievement to
atrophy and become either Inca pablo
of effort or capable only of Buch fantastic effort as to accomplish nothing
of permanent good. The true, doctrine
to preach to this nation, as to the Individuals composing this nation, is
not the life of ease, but the life of effort. If it were In my power to promise the pcopJo of this land anything,
I would not promise them pleasure.
I would promise there that stern happiness which tomes from the sense of
having done in practical fashion a
difiicult work which was worth dog.

ing.

The Puritan owed his extraordinary
success In subduing this continent
and making it the foundation for a
social life of ordered liberty primarily
to the fact that he combined in a
very remarkable
degree both the
power of individual initiative, of inself-heldividual
and the power of
acting in combination with his fellows; and that furthermore he Joined
to a high heart that shrewd common
sense which saves a man from the besetting sins of t.he visionary and the
doctrinaire.
d
He was
and
He had loity purposes, but he had practical good sense,
too.
He cou'd hold his own In the
rough workaday world without clamorous Insistence upon being helped ty
others, and yet he could combine
with others whenever It became necessary to do a Job which could not be
as well done by any one man Individually.
These were the qualities which enabled him to do his work, and they
are the very qualities which we must
show in doing our work today. There
is no use In our coming here to pay
hormigo to the men who founded this
nation unless we first of all come In
the spirit of trying to do our work
today as they did their work In the
yesterdays that have vanished. The
problems shift from generation to
generation, but tho spirit In which
they must be approached. If they are
to be successfully solved, remains cvei
the same, The Puritan tamed the
wilderness, and built un a free government on the stump-dotte- d
clearings amid the primeval forest. His
descendants must try to shape the life
of our complex Industrial civilization
by new devices, by new methods, so
as to achieve in the end the same results of Justice and fair dealing toward all. He cast aside nothing old
merely for the sake of Innovation, vet
he did not hesitate to adopt anything
new that would save his purpose.
When he planted his commonwealths
on this rugged coast he faced wholly
new conditions and he had to devise
new methods of meeting them. So we
of today face wholly new conditions
In our hoc la i and Industrial life.
We
should certainly not adopt an
new
scheme for grappling with
them
merely because It Is new and untried; but we can not afford to shrink
from pniggling with them because
they can only be grappled with by
some new scheme.
The Puritan was no Laodicean, no
laissez-fair- e
theorist. When he
which was In violation of his
rights of the rights of man, the
rights of Ood, as he understood them
he attempted to regulate such conduct with
unquestioning
Instant,
promptness
and effectiveness.
If
there was no other way to secure conformity with the rule of right, then
he smote down the transgressor with
the Iron of his wrath. The spirit of
the Puritan was a spirit which never
shrank from regulation of conduct If
such regulation was necessary for the
public weal; and this Is the spirit
which we must show today whenever
It Is necessary,
The utterly changed conditions of
our national life necessitates changes
In certain of our laws, of our governmental methods. Our federal system
Is based
upon the
of government
theory of leaving to each community,
to each state, the control over those
things whlrh affect only Its own
members hnd which the people of the
locality themselves can best grapple
with, while providing for national reg.
ulation In those matters which necessarily affect the nation as a whole.
It seems to me that such questions ss
national sovereignty and state's rights
need to he treated not empirically or
academically, but from tho standpoint of the Interests of the people
as a whole. National sovereignty Is
to be upheld In so far as II means the
sovereignty of the people used for the
real and ultimate good of the people;
and state's Ights are to be upheld In
so far as they
mean the people's
rights. Especially Is this true In
dealing with the relations of the people as a whole to the grest corporations which are the distinguishing feature of modern business conditions.
Experience has shown that It Is necessary to exercise a far more efficient
control than at present over the business use of those vast fortunes, chiefly
corporate, which are used (a under
p,
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are about three hundred telegraphers
employed by the telephone Interests
throughout the country and a strike
of these will effectually tie up tho
only means of quick communication
left the business Interests.
The reported settlement of the difficulties of the long distance operators
and the American Telephone and Tel
egraph company Is said by the operators to be erroneous.
t
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Rrakciiian Crushed to
Carthage, Mo., Aug. 20.
Harry
Frazier, a brakeman on tho Missouri
Pacific railroad, was killed at 11:30
at the Missouri Pacific depot In this
city.
He was caught
between the
bumpers of two passenger coaches and
crushed to death. He was twenty-fiv- e
years old and leaves a widow and
one child.

OFFICE

Druggist Poisons Himself.
Canadian, I. T., Aug. 20. Mistaking
n bottle of carbolic acid for liquor,
Charles Ewing, a druggist of this
place, drank two ounces of the dend-l- y
liquid today before realizing his
mistake, and died an hour later In
great agony. The nlfht before he had
noticed the bottle upon a shelf In a
refreshment stand he was running,
and warned the clerk to set It aside,
fearing some such fatal mistake as his
proved to be.

Wild and Wooly Arizona Junc-

tion Town Scene of First Outbreak of Violence in Present
Controversy.
Kaiser Visits

Emperor William to former French
Empress Eugenie on her yacht, the
Thistle, just off Bergen.
It wns the first timo the German
Emperor had met the former empress, whom the (Herman army deprived of her throne.

"ON FOR PROTECTION

Lights Shot Out and Windows
Shattered But No One Hurt
In Fierce Fusilade From Win-

BONAPARTE

STRIKE MAY CRIPPLE
TELEPHONE SERVICE
Chlcago.AUg.
20.
The long distance telepliono service may yet be
tied up.
Unless some satisfactory settlement
la reached tomorrow between the operators working the long distance
wires and the American Telegraph
and Telephone company, orders will
be Issued calling out every long distance operator In the country. Thuro

ill
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Story From New York Declares Construction at Panama ProAttorney General is Out of ceeding Faster than Anticipated When Funds for Pur- Harmony With the Adminispose Were Provided,
tration.
RECENT UTTERANCES

EIGHT MILLIONS MORE
NEEDED FOR THIS YEAR

FLIPPANT AND UNWISE

Root Said to Strongly Disap- Colonel Goethals, in Charge, I?.
Resolved to Continue on the
prove of Colleague's Recent
New Machine Gun Adopted.
Present Basis, Trusting to
Course; Conference on Alton
Washington, Aug. 20. Two hundred of the latest machine guns are to
be turned over to the coast artillery as'
Immunity Question Yesterday Deficiency Appropriation

chesters.

STRIKERS MAKE PLANS FOR
THREE MONTHS' STRUiGLE
New York. Aug. 20. Tho strategy
hoard of the local union of the commercial telegraphers today announced
that they had decided to make a
ninety days' fight before appealing to
the national union for aid.
wan made by
ThlH announcement
Daniel L. Russell, chairman of the
board, who asserted that the local
union has ample funds to carry un
the three months' contest.
"We have Information," said Mr.
Russell, "that the Western Union and
Postal companies are willing and able
to make a sixty days' tignt. we are
going to go them thirty days better,
and for ninety days we will not find
It necessary to ask the national body
for assistance.
"From tho operators who are working for brokers we will receive $15,-00- 0
a week. They are turning over lo
the union all the money they receive
in increased wages us a result of the
brokers signing the scale. In addition, local and state labor organizations are giving or have promised
financial aid and there need be no
fear about entering upon tho ninety
days siege."

Eugenie.

Berlin, Aug. 20. Serious comments
were caused both here and In Paris
because of the visit recently paid by

GOVERNOR KIBBEY CALLED

jeio-grap-
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Los Angeles, Aug. 20. The llrst attempt at lawlessness in the present
telegraphers' strike was enacted at
Ash Fork last night and early this
morning, when the strikers or their
sympathizers shot up tho largo repeating station of the Postal company
at that point. District Superintendent
C. L. Lewis of this city notllied General Manager and Vice President K.
J. Nully, of New York, who In turn
communicated with the federal officials at Washington, giving the status
of affairs at Ash Fork station. Mr.
Lewis also wired Governor Klbby,
calling upon him to protect the lives
of the Postal's employes and Postal
property at Ash
Fork.
Governor
Kibby promptly replied that determined effort would at once he taken
to relieve the situation and that he
would control the situation at any
cost.
Assistant Chief Electrician Swain,
of San Francisco, Is now at Ash Fork,
jnrt reports as follows to his superiors:
"We were forewarned that there
would be trouble here last night, and
at about 8 o'clock we arranged for It
and barricaded the front and rear
doors of the building so the strikers
could not rush us. At 10 o'clock several parties tried to get In at the front
door. We turned the lights all out
with the exception of one over the
door outside over tl front i ntráneo
and another Just over the front counter Inside. After several moments of
quiet they dispersed and we saw a
man come from tho direction of the
Harvey house. He stopped in front
and fired three shots. One shot went
through the glass of tho front door
and another through the glass of tho
sld' door. It was quiet alter that
until 2:15 a. m., when these men llred
another volley through the doors and
windows of tho buildings breaking
more glass.
At 3 o Clock a large
crowd again attempted to force an en
trance into the building and tried sev
eral volleys of shots In all directions.
Each light was shot out as soon as It
was lit and some of the shots were
apparently aimed at Mr. Sutton, one
of the employes, who was sleeping In
the middle of the oflice on a cot. No
further attempt was mado to do damage as daylight was coming on."
Ash Fork Is a town In Arizona at
tho junction of the main line of the
Santa Fe, and Santa Fe, Prescott and
Phoenix branch of that road, being
the Junction point. It Is the chief
h
repeating station of the 1'ostal
and Cable company between
Los Angeles and Sun Francisco and
the east. Five men are regularly employed, but three walked out when
the strike was ordered generally tho
other day. One man has since been
sent there from San Francisco to Join
the two operators who remained with
,
the company.
ASSOCIATED PRESS KERIKE
IS SETTLED. REPORT SAYS
New York, Aug. 20. General Manager M. E. Stone, of the Associated
Press today held a long conference
the
with a committee representing
striking operators emplgyed by the
news gathering association. The new
schedule of wages presented by the
operators ten days ago was discussed,
and while no official statement could
be secured from either party to the
conference. It Is believed that a compromise agreement was reached, and
that tho arrangement will receive the
sanction of tho officials of tho telegra
phers' union. It Is reported tonight
that the full service of the Associated
Press will be resumed tomorrow with
the old operators on duty at tho keys.

PRICE 5 CENTS.
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Memorial Monument in Massachusetts Reiterates Previous Utterances on
Administration Policies for Regulation of Trusts and Interstate Transportation Corporations.

.

modern conditions they almost Invariably are) In Interstate business.
When the constitution
was created
none of the conditions of modern business existed. They are wholly new
and we must create new agencies to
deal effectively with them. There Is
no objection in the minds of this people to any man's earning any amount
of monev If hé docs It honestly and
fairly, if he gets it as the result of
special skill and enterprise, as a reward of ample service actually rendered. But there is a growing determination that no man shall amass a
great fortune by special privilege, by
chicanery and wrong-doinso far as
It Is In the power of legislation to prevent; and thnt the fortune when
amassed shall not have a business use
l.
that Is
Most large corporations do a business that Is not
any
confined to
one state. Experience has shown that the effort to con
trol these corporations by mere state
action can not produce wholesome results. In most cases such effort falls
to correct the real abuses of which
the corporation Is or may be guilty;
while in other cases the effort is apt
to cause either hardship to the corporation Itself, or else hardship to
neighboring states which have not
tried, to grapple with the problem in
the same manner; and of course we
must be as scrupulous to safeguard
the rights of the corporations as to
exact from them in return a full
measure of Justice to the public. I
believe in a national
Incorporation
law for corporations engaged in interstate business. I believe furthermore,
that the need for action Is' most pressing as regards those corporations
which, because they are common carc
riers, exercise a
function;
conand which can be completely
by
respects,
trolled. In all
the federal
government, by the exercise of tho
power conferred under the Interstate
commerce clause, and, if necessary,
under the post-roa- d
clause, of the
constitution. During the last few
years we have taken marked strides
In advance along the road of proper
regulation of these railroad corporations; but we must not stop In the
work. The national government should
exercise over them a similar supervision and control to that which It exercises over national banks.
We can
do this only by proceeding
farther
along the lines marked out by the
recent national legislation.
In dealing with any totally new set
of conditions there must at the outset
he hesitation and experiment.
Such
has been our experience in dealing
with the enormous concentration ol
capital employed In Interstate business. Not only the legislatures, but
the courts and the people need to
be educuted gradually so that they
may see what the real wrongs are andi
what the real remedies. Almost every big business concern Is engaged
in Interstate commerce and such a
concern must not be allowed by a
dexterous shifting of position, as has
been too often the case In the past, to
escape thereby all responsibility either
to state or to nation. The American
the need of control over these great
aggregations of capital, especially
where they had a monopolistic ten
dency, before they became quite clear
as to the proper way of achieving the
control. Through their representatives In congress they tried two remedies, which were to a large degree
at least as Interpreted by the courts,
contradictory. ' On thej one hand, tin
law the effort was
der the anti-trumade to prohibit all combination,
whether It was or was not hurtful or
beneficial to the public. On the other
hand,
through the? Interstate commerce law a beginning was made In
exercising Buch supervision and control over combinations as to prevent
their doing anything harmful to the
hotly politic. The first law, the
Sherman law, has filled a useful place, for It bridges over the transition period until the American people shall definitely make up Its mind
that It .ill exercise over the great
and
corporations that thorough-goin- g
radical control whicn It Is certain ultimately to find necessary. The rrin-clpl- n
of tho Sherman law so fur as it
prohibits combinations which, whether because of their extent or of their
character, are harmful to the public
must always be preserved. Ultimately, Hnd I hope with reasonable speed,
the national government must pass
laws which, while Increasing the supervisory and regulatory power of the
government, also permits such useful
combinations as are made with absolute openness and as the representatives of the government may previously approve.
But It will not be
noBsible to permit such combinations
pave as the second stage In a course
of proceedings of which the first
stage must be the exercise of a far
more completo control by the' national government.
In dealing with those who offend
against the anti-truandf Interstate
commerce laws the department of Justice has to encounter many and great
difficulties, often men who have
been guilty of violating these laws
have really acted In criminal fashion,
and if possible should bo proceeded
ngalnt criminally; and therefore.lt Is
advisable that there should be n
clause In these laws providing for
such criminal action, and for punishment by Imprisonment as well as bv
fine,
Hut, as Is well known, In a
criminal action the lnw is strictly
construed In favor of the defendant,
and In our country, at least, both
Judge and Jury are far more Inclined
to consider his rights tjian they are
the Interests of the general public;
whilo In addition it Is always true thnt
a niHn's general practices may be so
bad that a civil action will lie when
It may not be possible- to convict him
of any one crlmlnel act. There Is unfortunately a certain number of our
fellow countrymen who seem to accept
the view that unless a man can he
guilty of some particular
proved
crime he nhall be counted a go d citizen, no matter how Infamous tho life
led, no matter how pernicious
he h
ills doctrines or his practices. This Is
the vlnw announced from time to time
with clamorous insistence, now by a
group of predatory capitalists, now by.
a gro'jp of sinister anarchistic lead
ers slid agitators, whenever a special
champion of either class, no matter
how evil his general lire, ts acquitted
of some one specific, crime. Such
view Is wicked whether applied to
capitalist or labor leader," to rich man
or poor man. But we have to tuke
this feeling Into account when w ore
delisting whether It Is possible to get
a conviction In a criminal proceeding
nKnln.it some
rich trust magnate,
many of whose actions are severely to
bo condemned from tho moral and social standpoint, but no one of whose
actions seems clearly to establish
such technical guilt as will ensure a
conviction. As a matter of expedí-encIn enforcing tho law agHlnst a
grest corporation, we have continually to weigh the arguments pro and
con an to whether a prosecution can
successfully be entered Into, and as
to whether we can be successful In a
criminal action sgalnst the chief indi
vidual In the corporation, and If not
whether we can at least be successful
(Continued on Page 8, Column 1.)
g,

Speech at Cornerstone Laying of Pilgrim's

Provlncetown, Mas., Aug. 20. Tho
corner stone of the Pilgrim memorial
monument was laid here today with
impressive
ceremonies.
President
Roosevelt delivered the principal address of the occasion, paying a glowing tribute to the work of the Pilgrim
fathers and the impress they had
left on the nation's life. The exercises
at the monument began with prayer,
after which the corner stone was laid
with Masonic rites. Governor Guild
Introduced President Roosevelt who
spoke as follows:
Tlio President' Kpeecll.
The president said:
It is not too much to :ay that the
event commemorated by the monument which we have como here to
dedicate was one of those rare events
which can in good faith be called of
world Importance. The coming hither
of the Puritan three centuries ago
shaped the destinies of this continent,
and therefore profoundly affected the
destiny of the whole world. Men of
other races, the Frenchman and the
Spaniard, the Dutchman, the German,
the Scotchman, and the Swede, made
settlements within what la now the
United States, during tho colonial
period of our history, and before tho
Declaration of Independence; and since
then there has been an over swelling
Immigration from Ireland and from tho
mainland of Europe; but it was tho
Englishman who settled in Virginia
who fettled "In
and the Englishman
Massachusctt who did most In
ing the lines of our national development.
We cannot as a nation be too profoundly grateful for the fact that the
Puritan has stamped his Influence so
deeply on our national life. We need
have but scant, patience with the men
who now rail at the Puritan's faults.
They were evident, of course, for It Is
a quality of Btrong natures that their
fallings, like their virtues, should
stand out in bold relief; but there is
nothing easier than to belittle the
great men of tho past by dwelling
only on the points where they come
short of the universally recognized
standards of the present. Men must
be Judged with reference to the age In
which they dwell, and the work they
have to do. The Puritans task was to
conquer a continent; not merely to
overrun It, but to settle It, to till it,
to build upon it a high Industrial and
social life; and, while engaged In the
rough work of taming the shaggy wilderness, at that very time also lay
deep the Immovable foundations of
our American system of civil, political
and religious liberty achieved throug i
orderly process of law. This w;
.the
the work allotted him to do; this ii
the work he did; and only a mast, r
spirit among men could have done It.
We have traveled far since his day.
That liberty of conscience which h"
demanded for himself, we now realizj
must be as freely accorded to others,
as it is resolutely Insisted upon for
splendid qualities
Tho
ourselves.
which he left to his children, we other
'Americans who are not of Puritan
blood also clulm as our heritage. You.
sons of the Puritans, and we, who are
descended from races whom the Puritans would have deemed alien we
are all Americans together. We all
feel the same pride In tho genesis,
people; and
in the history of our
therefor this shrine of Puritanism Is
one at which we all gather to pay
homage, no matter from what country
our ancestors sprang.
We have gained some things that,
the the Puritan had not we of this
generation, we of the twentieth century, here In this great republic; but
we aro also In danger of losing certain
things which the Puritan had and
which we can by no manner of
means afford to loso. We have gained
a Joy of living which he had not, and
which Is a good thing for every people lo have and to develop. Let us
lose what Is
see to it that we do
more Important still; that we do not
lose the Puritan's Iron sense of duty,'
his unbending, unflinching will to do
the right as H was given him to to
see thb light. It Is a good thing that
life should gain In sweetness, hut only
provided thnt It does 'not lose In
strength". .Hase and rost and pleasure are good things, but only If they
come as the reward of work well
done, of a good fight well won, or
strong effort resolutely made and
by high' achievement. ' Tho
x crowned
life of mere pleasure, of mere effortless ease, Is as Ignoble for a nation
as for an Individual. 'The man Is but
a poor father who teaches his sons
that ease and pleasure should be
life; the woman
their chief objects In toy,
Incapable of
who Is a mere potted
serious purpose, shrinking from effort
and duty, is more pitiable than the
veriest overworked drudge. Ho ho Is
but a poor leadr of the people, but
a poor national adviser, who seeks to
mnko the nation In any way subordinate effort to case, who would teach
the people not to prize as the greatest
blessing the chance to do sny work,
no matter how hard It becomes their
duty to do It, To the sons of the
Puritans, It Is almost needle to ssy
that the lesson above all others which
Puritanism, can teach this nHtlon Is
of the resolute
the
performance of duty. If we are men
we will pass by with contemptuous
disdain nllke the advisers who would
seek td lead üs Into the patha of Ig
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to maneuvers of
specially adapted
this brunch of the service.
They
Washington, 'Aug. 20. A close conare fitted with wide-tire- d
wheels, which run steadily over sand, ference took place at the department
and thev will be utilized in strengthening defenses against land attacks in of Justice today between District Attorney Sims of Chicago, and Attorney
the rear.
General Bonaparte, relative to the
question of immunity claimed In behalf of the Chicago and Alton railAttorneys representing the
road.
OF
railroad participated in the conference. When the meeting broke up the
attorney general said there was no
statement he could give out until he
had held further communication with
IRRIGATION
Judge Landls. Mr. Bonaparte expects
lo communicate with the judgo at
Chicago without delay.
A story has been published In New
York today In which it was predicted
that Mr. Bonaparte would soon retire
from the cabinet. It is declared that
persons In that city close to the president expresa the opinion that Attorney
General Bonaparte's usefulness as a
member of President Roosevelt's cabSTRIKING FEATURE TO
inet has terminated. It Is not expected
Mr. Bonaparte will retire immediBE ITS BREVITY that
ately, as such retirement might be
construed as a sign of weakening of
policy. Thl.e
the president's anti-truGovernor Curry Appoints Bunch construction of the matter would be
to
Mr.
particularly
undesirable
to Roosevelt at this time, since not the
of New Mcxico'Dclcgatcs
slightest foundation for it exists, but
can be no question, according to
the Great National Gathering there
Hits authority, that the president Is
not oi.lv not in sympathy with the re
at Sacramento,
cent tllnptincy and, undignified attitude
and, at least itoulitful legal procecure,
displaye' by the attorney general, but
appointCurry
yesterday
Governor
Is In all respects opposed to them.
ed the following as delegates from
The attorney general's policy, It Is
New Mexico to the lllteerith annual asserted by this authority, Is underto be condemned by all the
national Irrigation congress which will stood
most trusted advisers, and
president's
Sepconvene at Sacramento, Cal., on
It Is added that
Ibero Is excellent
(!.
A.
2:
of
Richardson,
tember
reason to believe, that some important
R. E. Twitchell,. of I,as Vegas; changes in the cabinet will constitute
Chiuics Springer, of Cimarron; Mala-iiuli- the protest of the administration
Martinez, of Taos; (iscar Snow, (against Attorney General Bonaparte's
of Las Cruces; Solomon Luna, of Los program.
,
Lunas; K. V. Chavez, of Albuquerque;
Secretary of State Root and Assist
L. Bradford Prince, of Santa Fe; W. ant Secretary
Bacon are understooil
A. Hawkins, of Alamogordo; John I!. to strongly disapprove of the attorney
AzS.
W.
Walker, of
Harper, of Ztinl;
general's rc'erit course with which
tec; Fruncís (1. Tracy, of Carlsbad; o. they are enliniv out of sympathy.
A. Iarras!oo,
of Las Vegas; W. D.
Murray, of Silver City, and J. G. I
of Albuquerque. Messrs. Springer, Snow and Martinez are members DENVER
of the territorial board of water commissioners, which has charge of tho
territorial irrigation matters.
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PROGRAM FOR MEETING
IS NEARING m.MPI.ETION
Sacramento, Cal., Aug. 20. The

program of the fifteenth national irrigation congress Is now nearly complete and will be announced within
a few days.
It will consist of about
twenty-fiv- e
or thirty set speeches and
papers by men who are nationally
prominent, on questions of national
and state policy, with reference to
natural resources, relative to practical
Irrigation and practical forestry and
the settlement of irrigated lands.
The feature
of the prearranged
program will be Its brevity. Profiting by the experience of previous
congresses the management has planned for a limited
number of set
speeches In order that ample timo
may be devoted to discussion, to tho
end that the event may be a congress
In fact as well as In name.
Short
speeches from the floor of the congress are expected to make this an
exceedingly snappy and Interesting
session.
The first day of the congress will
bo devoted mainly to a discussion on
a very high plane, of subjects relaof natural
tive to the conservation

resources and their development. Welcoming speeches will be made by Governor Glllett, Mayor Beard and others.
rinc of the prominent speakers will be United States Senator
Francis (5. Newiands, of Nevada, the
author of the national reclamation act
and a member of the Inland waterways commission, lately appointed by
President Roosevelt., Senator New-lanwill speak of the work of the
waterways commission.
United States Forester Pinchot will
talk of the work of the national forest service, and It. II. Campbell, In
charge of the forest 'administration of
Canada, will tell of the Canadian
nw'thods of handling forest landH.
Among those who are sheiluled for
addresses on this Important topic Is
Mr. K. A. Sterling, chief forester for
the Pennsylvania Railroad company.
Mr. Sterling Is one of the leading authorities In the world on forest management.
Practical Irrigation methods will be
discussed by Or. Elwood Mead, chief
Investigation. United
of Irrigation
States department of agriculture.
Among the prominent
members .of
congress who are expected to attend
and address the session, Is CongressHampman F. H. Currier, of New
shire, one of the most prominent advocates of the establishment of the
forest, reserves
along the eastern
backbone of tie continent.
The "star features" of the program
will be debates on the national forest policy and upon the proposed Ras
ing or the public grazing langs. rrom-Ineadvocate nnjl opponent of these
measure have been nsked to participate In a Joint debate and unless
somebody Is alraid there will be a
royal battle ove" these pet policies of
President Roosevelt's administration.

PROVES FUTILE
Switchmen Appoint Committee
to Go to Chicago in Effort to
Settle Demand for Wage In-

crease.
Denver, Col., Aug. 20. A conference was held here today between the
representative of tho Order of Railway Trainmen, tho official of the
Denver and Rio Grande and tho Colorado, and Southern railroads In an
effort to settle tho demands of tho
switchmen employed on the western
roads for a two cents per hour Increase over the schedule of wage
agreed upon at tho conference of the
railroad orders and the general mangers' association at Chicago last winter. The conference was in session
all day, and while no agreement was
reached, It was decided to send a subcommittee to Chicago to present the
matter to a committee of the heads
of the operating departments of the
different western railroads, The demands of the switchmen, which led
to the recent general strike on the
Colorado anil Southern, affect all the
railroads west of Chicago, and the
officials In the conference In this city
did not care to take the responsibil
ity of settling a matter of such vast
It Is confidently pre
importance.
dicted that a peaceful solution of the
difficulty will be found.

Preacher

Kued

Springfield, Mo.,

tion and

rt

IHwiroe.
Aug. 20. Deserof herself and

Washington, Aug. 20. Conditions
on tho Panama canal have reached o
stato of gravity due to the fact that
the construction work Is developing
faster than when the estimates for the
fiscal year, 1908, were made more
than a year ago. An estimate Is
made that an expenditure of moro
than $S,mo,ono more than the appropriation for the fiscal year could bo
made to advantage. This money Is
needed in pushing forward the work
at the preatest posslhle speed during
the present year, and Colonel Qoeth-althe engineer In charge, thinks It
in tho interest of economy to proceed
along this basis and ask congress at
Its next session for a sufficient appropriation to make good tho deficiency.
He will make the argument
that, with the present organization,
the work toward the completion of tho
great waterway can be pushed moro
rapidly than by restricting operations
within the limits of the appropriations now avallab'e.
n,

rhliIfIis

to

filUF RSTTIF
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Writes Insulting Note to Sultan's Emissary Who Immediately Moves Strong Force on
Bandit's Position,
Tangier, Morocco, Aug. 20. Rat-m-u
the captor of sir Henry Maq- Lean, is at his old camping ground,
El Bauta, near
the shrine of Kldl
Kuscph. The bandit chlof has written a letter to El Meranl, the uncle of
the sultan, telling him that ho was
sent out by the sultan to force him to
give an account of his Inactivity. This
communication angered El Meranl.
and he has moved his army to within
eight miles of Ralsull's position. Fight
ing is neiieved
to be Imminent. If
Ralsull Is victorious tho hill tribe will
loot Alcazar. If the bandit I defeated
the situation will bo saved and Ralsull captured.
II.

OKIE III PATH
OF Till
Attempt to Wreck Santa Fe
Passenger on fridge Near
Wichita for Second Time
Within Month,
Wichita, Has., Aug. 20. An attempt
tonight to wreck north
bound Santa Fe train .No. II, four
miles north of this city. A largl
quantity of dynamite wa placed on a
bridge, but it wa discovered In timo
and removed hefore tho train struck
the bridge. This I tho second attempt to wreck trln No. 18 within a
month. On tho other occasions, two.
weeks ago, a switch wa sprung opon,
but it was observed by tho engineer
In time to stop his train.
was made

liD WllLERS

their children are the grounds upon
Sinktiey bases
which Mrs.
Matilda
her suit for divorce, filed in eourt here
today, against Rev. Alfred Stli kney, a
Methodist preacher at West Plains, to
whom she was married In IS'J.1.
Cardinal Chides Bail Itallnn.
Rome, Aug. 2d. ('ordinal CasettJ,
one of the richest and most Influential members of the sacred college. In

an Interview In D'Pall:i, laments bitterly the manner, he jiys, In which
BallaiiM In the United Slates are drug
ging the fair name of their mother
country down by llirlr Implication In
crimes of the lowest sort.

Unplug
Guthrie, o.

Woman Arretted.
T., Aug. 20, - Mrs. An
nle Wllkerson was arrested 4iere to
day, charged with eloping with Albert
Ruber, a hotel porter, nnd deserting
her husband. Waller Wllkerson, of
Wellington. Has., taking his horse and
buggy In order to Join Roberts here.
The woman Is In the county Jail pending the arrival of requisition fa port

rroin Governor Hutii.

San Francisco Men Found
Guilty in Federal Court Face
Heavy Fine and

San Francisco, Aug. 20. John A.
Benson and Dr. Edwsrd L. perrln
were yesterday
convicted In
th
United Slates court of conspiracy to
defraud the government of twelve
re or land In California.
thousand
Thursday whs fixed a the day for
passing sentence.
The punishment
provided by law for the offense U a
fine of not les than l, fill!) gnd Imprisonment In the penitentiary for not
leu
than two year nor more than
ten year.
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ATTRACTIONS

ALBUQUERQUE

FOR SEASON

Capiul and Surplui. $100.000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

THE JAFFA

In St, Louis, Rocky Mountain & Manager, of Elks' Theater Has
Great Interest Manifested
Pacific People Have Plans ' Already Secured Some of the
Approaching Opening to SetBest Artists of the Country,
tlement of 240,000 Acres More Ambitious Than Generally Known,'
Adjacent to Aztec.
FISHER OPERA COMPANY..
FIRST ON THE BOARDS
ALBUQUERQUE ONLY 80
BIG APPLE CROP IN

What a Bank Should Give
The greatest- possible service to the greatest possible
number of people in the greatest posible number of
ways.
-

,

YEAR AHEAD
Increased Appropriation From
United States Government

FROST

MILES FROM CHAMA RIVER

PROOF COUNTY

Popular
lighted

Backers of New Mexico's LatLets Institution Broaden Its Plans Maturing for Big Irriga
est Railroad Intend to Make
tion Project on the La Plata,
Field of Usefulness.
It One of West's Greatest
Prosperity and Plenty of
Trunk Lines,
ENROLLMENT PROMISES
Grass,

Troupe'

Which

Theatergoers

.

"Good Things to Eat."

De-

THAT IS WHAT WE STRIVE TO DO AT ALL

Fresh
Cheese

Spring to Come SoonThe
Winter's Program,

1

1

MES,

The State National Bank
-

JUST RECEIVED,

Last

The outlook for theatricals in Albuquerque during the season of 1907- Morning Jonrnnl.l
Morning Journal.) ISpeHal Correspondence
portal Correependenee
i 08, looks extremely good after Just a
Accord- 'brief glance at the bookings of O. A.
M Aug. 19.
X.
Fruitland,
Aztec, N. M.. Aug. 20. As the time
Students Who Expect to Attend approaches for tho opening settlement ing to a statement In the Issue of Au Matson, manager of the Klks" opera
alhouse.
adjacent gust 15th, of your
Warned to Make Early Appl- of the 240,000 acres of land
At present Manager Mutson is comways
Interesting
Journal:
to Aztec und Farmlngton, great Interwith the Fisher
will visit Al- pleting negotiationsopen
men
Itoute
"Swastika
Opera company to
the season on
ication for Rooms; Session est Is manifested by the people here buquerque,
considerable
is
and there
Friday nifcht, August 30, playing an
and many Inquiries are coming from
Opens September 3.
the outside asking for particulars. It speculation as to the reason of the engagement here of three nights.local
Should his plans miscarry the
seems to be the Idea that this land visit of the railway men, accompanied
seuson will not be opened until Sepmust be filed on under some special by capitalists from the east."
Morning Journal ( act of the government.
tember 13, when the rural comedy,
(Special Correapondenre
The land was
That your city should bo an attrac- "Zeke, the Country Hoy," 'will appear
withdrawn about three years ago to
Aug. 13.
Agricultural CoIIori',
It Is practically certain, howallow the reclamation service to in tive center to men Interested in the St. here.
company will come.
During the last sewclon of congress a vestigate
the feasibility of constructLouis. Kooky Mountain and Pacific ever, the Fishercompany
is playing in
The Fisher
bill waa passed Known as tho Nelson ing an Irrigation system to water it. railway Is well understood here and
k
where it went after its
act which fclves to the agricultural After much surveying the report of should create no surprise to your citi- Denver,engagement
here in May, when
college this year an addition of J.'i.OdO the government engineer In charge, M. zens.
It
"Floradora,"
Sliver
presented
"The
to he used entirely for tho huylng of C. Hindlider. was that the scheme,
h
The "Swastika," or
Slipper," "The Runaway Girl," and
while feasible, was Impracticable on
equipments In the variousdepartments
Pacific,
to
when
parallel
the
doing the
road
Nile,"
of
Wizard
"The
the
of tho college. Kor several years past account of the excessive cost entullecí completed, will have the distinction of largest
business on record.
the Institution has been receiving in building a reservoir above Durango, being the only transcontinental line
The opera house was packed to the
J30.000 from the United States for Col. This plan Involved a ditch from Immune, from the two elements that
for the four successive perforsimilar purposes and for aiding In se- the Animas river across the divide into h,ave proven so dlKUstrous to other doors
and the company may be sure
This the I a Plata valley and on Into the roads, namely, snow nnd water, and mancesetanding
curing competent professors.
room only house any
a
15.90" increase will he doubled next Meadows, a tine stretch of country the one that will possess the uniform of
comes back to Albuquerque.
yaar and Increased a like amount each containing several thousand acres. It advantage of tapping the most power- - timeis ait splendid
aggregation of stars,
it
year until the total amount received Is also said that the government en- 1UI ln.l..ut..l..1 .l..vmn.t.
In
iiiv lua
fit nrluluniiQ
a repertoire of superbly staged
lai
by the college will be $r.0,000 per year. gineers surveyed out a reservoir site coal lliuunu Iron,
iiniiinimnu
respectively existing in
and
This helps the institution Immensely on the head of tho La Plata to catch northwestern Xew Mexico and south- plays.
bill
The Fisher company's Initial
In providing the best equipment and the flood waters.
ern
Utah.
here will be "The Telephone Girl,"
Now by the terms of the governgives It an opportunity to offer to the
valleys
of
traversing
rich
the
greatest
After
one
of
hits
tho
made
young men and young women of the ment advertisement this land is to be the Cimarron, Taos, Chama and the which season in Hen ver.
the
territory unexcelled advantages In se- placed again on the market for all San Juan rivers, as well aa the heavy of The
following is Manager Matson'.i
curing a practical and helpful educa- forms of entry under the general land timber
Galliregions of the Taos and
for the season so far as artion. At present the college has one laws on September 3, 1!)07. Much oí nas ranges, the road will give an east schedule
Is a list of atpresent.
of the best equipped engineering this land on the La Plata Is coal land and west connection of the rich min- ranged atwhich will It
every theater-make
tractions
Is
it
be
filed
which,
understood,
cannot
tinIn
The
southwest.
buildings
in the city sit up and take
is eral fields of Xevada and central Cali goer
young men who have graduated from on. at this time. However, there
fornia.
notice, as It assures one of the very
this department ate all engaged by some of the coal land already patThe promoters of this gigantic en- - I)ost theatrical seasons on record for.
prominent business concerns: before ented and the city of Aztec derives terprise
are naturally looking into lie this city:
the completion of their courses. The tnost of Its supply from these mines. necessary feeders that will become
September 13 "Zeke, the Country
Engineer Hlndeillder, who has left
domestic science course for young
Hoy."
government service, was looking sure and steady outlets for the distriA complete ami the
women Is unexcelled.
unof
products
almost
of
the
September 20 "Lost In New York."
thorough course Is given in cooking over the land recently In company bution
varieties that every mile of their
September 27 West's Minstrels."
of with Harry Morrison, who represents told
This department
and sewing.
develop
astonishis
in
to
line
destined
October 24 A lloyal Prisoner."
These gentlemen ing profusion. And surely a glance at
household economics is a very popular Denvergivecapital.
October 2S Primrose's Minstrels.
out none of their plans for
one and the attendance in the various would
October 29 "A Kolllcking Girl.
publication but this week Mr. Hinder-lide- r the map of New Mexico will quickly
courses has been very large.
reveal to the most casual observer that
Johnny
11 "Uttle
November
engineerProfessor J. J. Vernon has just re- ing again returned with an
connecAlbuquerque
with its railroad
Jones."
Plata.
outtit arid went over to
turned front a trip east wlnne he and
will
west,
1 8
south,
east
and
to
the
tions
"Arizona."
November
It Is rumored that hi? Is surveying for
purhis assistant. Mr. Southworth.
at once offer ready markets for all
November 30 "Peck's Rail Hoy."
chased a carload of cattle, horses, a reservoir site to be built by private, of the above described products.
2
"The Mayor of To-- l
December
'swine, sheep, etc., which are for In- capital.
nearest point klo."
Several weeks ago. II. L. Holllster, on The distance from totheAlbuquerque
struction purposes In the various agIs
Chama river
December 18 "A Wizard of Wall
During the past of Chicago, who engineered the P.lg less the
ricultural classes.
than eighty miles, through a virI,
few months nearly $2.(i worth of Twins Falls, Idaho, Irrigation scheme, gin country also of great possibilities Street.
November 28 ' Kagles Eye."
whs III this county In company with his
farm machinery and dairy equipments associate,
pastoral
agricultural,
In
und
mineral
November 30 "Buster Hrown.
James Itosecrans. Shortly
have been received which will also
timber production'.
January 1 "ftd Feather."
be' Used In the different classes of Mils after their return to' Chicago Engineer
owing
to
alone,
valley
Kan
Juan
The
is
January 7Charles llanford.
crew
Turley started with a
and
une department, especially In the Jay
13
January
Florence Gear.
now running a line down from above the wonderful productiveness of the
course of farm mechanics.
January 21 "For Mother's Sake."
bank of the soil, Its Immense water supply, itsj
At the meeting of the board of re- the stale line on the west
of
deposits
vast
January 27 "Toyland."
to cover a large portion of wonderful climate and
gents recently. Mr. Arthur Watkins of Animas
coal, is enough to Justify the con li u ' February ti Paul Oilmoro,
Hamilton. Pa., has been the la ml soon to be opened.
Newton
many
mil
s
of
of;
hundred.'!
of
Hon
February 14 "The lturgomasler."
fads have caused a demand railroads. While t,i nt everywhere the
elected to the position of director oi forThese land
February 18 "Alio You Crazy?"
and a jubilant feeling
this
Itl the collegi' and lie comes
mil'-lnt
I lie
24 "The Holy City."
February
people here, who see an- fruit yield will be light th" uresi
highly recommended as a thorough among
y
nually millions of feet of water run- year and a total failure In mm.
March 2 Crestón Clarke.
and competent musician and
great
southsections of the
to waste that will some day be
March 5 "Orí the Frontier."
familiar Willi the duties of ning
used to raise tho fruit and products west. San Juan county that has never
March 17 "A Desperate Chance."
the director ami capable of handling of
aland
experienced
a
has
failure
total
April 4 "Ma's New Husband."
liiis famous valley nnd provide
orchestra and hand work. This gives homes
Is
again
surplus,
ways
a
this
produced
April 18 Merry's Minstrels.
for hundreds of people.
nn oniiortunitv for the college to build
county year wrestling with the same old
While the above list Is nil that Manup still further Its college orchestra Is The apple crop of S;.n Juan year
In problem, viz.: Where and how to ship ager Matson has hooked for the presripening
and
the
fruit
this
and to organize ami equip a hand for "the frost-procounty" will be of our fruit to best advantage.
ent, he expects to secure other good
the cadet battalion.
exceptional size and quality. Thorattractions before the season is well
The department of music In the ough
spraying has been done nnd ev- LITTLE BOY POISONED
advanced.
college Is an exceptionally strong one ery
Among the stellar people who will
that leaves here this
as has been evidenced several times fail boxIII ofbeapples
HILLS
THE
ROAMING
good
advertisement for
appear here are Charles llanford In
a
before by the production of such Sin Juan county.
growers'
the
While
Shakespeare; Florence Gear in "Cupid
piece as "The .Mikado" anil "Pinatheir products
much of
Paul Gilmore, in "The
tnaiket
at Vassal-;fore" and the various pieces rendered thioiiKh
their local fruit association, !sad I'ale Overtakes t'rehin of lleiiton Wheel of Love;" Crestón Clarke In
in the many conceits given throughCoal Camp Who It Is Itcllcvccl "The Power That Governs," and othfrom Durango, Canon City, und
out the year, i'nder the direction of hmers
Den.-erKoiinil I tot tic of Deadly Slu IT ami ers, all favorites with local lheatoi-go-erCol., have been endeavoring !o
Mr. Watkin and his assistants the de(
.0.'i
tffei s of $
It.
Tasted
the
here.
contract
fruit
furgrow
to
still
partment is bound
all grades have been made but no
The Klks Opera house is being
ther and make a marked advance- afor
pfiles liave as yet been contracted at
cleaned up, preparatory to tho openment.
On Sunday Peter Clvevolo, a 111 tie ing.
growers
they
price.
feel
that
this
The
In addition to the 3r..0n0 provided
years of age died
receive about ll.fiO per box for boy of about seven parents
for the various departments of the In- - should
In Montón,
of
his
at
home
the
year
a
with
first
fruit.
class
Iist
gov....,. r..tli,t. Tl, little htiv U'ent fill!
tilutlon by the 1,'nlted States
crop
heavy
apple
in
anil
other
here
In
the producing sections of the country, In the hills In the morning to pick
ernment an Ineiease was made
station moneys and this year the sta- growers
sold many or the apples at pinons anil in some way necaiue pois
experi00
124.
for
receive.
tion will
n
i
per box. There will be het'er oned. It is believed that he found
mental purposes which will aid the tha'i cuts
of la.st year's crop here this bottle of some kind of poison and boy-likstudents in agriculture materially an It year half
he took a taste of It. When the
fruit local
and with superior
Incieases the opportunity for them to growers
child reached home he was in spasms
will realize more tnan tn-make observation In actual Held work. did last year,
DURING WEEK
soon set In. Death soon
lockjaw
as the expense of boxing and
Th college openn Tuesday, Septem- and picking will be lessened
his pain and Monday he was
relieved
the
ber 3d. for two weeks hence and
Peaches will be scarce except In the burled from the church of the, Sacred
lomlng year ptomlscs to be an excep- Cedar
Hill precinct, which Is higher Heart.
AlInstitution.
for
the
one
tional
the valley and where the peach
are up
ready at this date reservations
i were not out ho far and escaped
being made In the college dormitories bud frost
that was universal In April. Da You Think
and In private hoarding and rooming the
Alf.ilfa, grain and vegetables are lining
houses adjacent to the college grounds exceptionally well tills year, and the
Yourself !
to durh an extent that late arlrvals live slock Industry has also hail n
will find difficulty In securing accom-mod- a favorable season. The recent heavy Or. da yon tn your mouth Ilka t youn ,
t Ions.
The college authorities rali. have made grass good on the t)lrd and gulp aova wbateTer nxa or meat- - Great Deal of Quiet Activity on
tine u be offered you 1
are getting anxious for ail studunt range.
who Intend to como to write In at
the Markets Reported by
. v4i
1
once so that they may have time to
Intelligent thinking woman.
I'lmne
I.lne.
arrange accommodations fur them
Bradstreet's Weekly Review,
There is a telephone line building la need oPirlVf from wekDetJ,nerTout.nea,
satisfactorily.
from Toxico to Tueumcarl. The line-Ipain and tufiNinf. then It Ufana aauck to'
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In
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the
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Regarding tho wool situation during
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eumcarl In about two weeks. The
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view of Trade says:
Identified with college Interests, has of Tueumcarl.
There has been a great deal of quiet
been filled by the election of Mr. P.
Thn maicera of Dr. Plerre'a Farorit
In tho market during the week
activity
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Iowa.
K. Mrienahan of Cedar
for the cure at weak, nervous, runand much more wool has been sold
Mr. McClenahan Is a graduate of both CHINESE COOLIES
d
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wide-awak-

of all kinds,
y

Imported Swiss,

e,

Brick

Cheese,

Limburger Cheese,

'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Cheese,

IMeufchatel

Sierra Cheese,
Camembert Cheese,

--

Edam Cheese,

Sapsago (green) Cheese,
Parmisian Cheese,
N. Y. Cream Cheese.

half-wee-

thirty-sevent-

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
a

Every day, in Iced Crates,
direct from the patches.
35c
2 Boxes

BALDIUDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Taper, always on Hand

Use our Krack Kream
Bread. It is guaranteed
to give satisfaction.

-

!

ins

WITH AMPLE MEANS

s.

j

WOOL TENDENCY

mBqIIEBQUE, II, M.

BANK Of C0L1HÉBCE"

EXTENDS TO DETOSITOKS EVEKY PllOl'EK ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
$ir0,000.0.
CAPITAL
Officers and Directors:
OLOMON LUNA, Prealdent.
W. 9. JOHNSON,
W. S. STIUCKLEIl.
Assistant Cafthle
Vloa President and Cashier.

--

Co.

wiLLiAN

'Good Things to Eat."
Mall

K, X. M.

AND UNSURTASSED FACILITIES

your

Jaffa Grocery

wttív

vkw

AMU QUI

SOUTH OV VIADUCT.

neighbors.
They don't bother to bake
any more since we are in
the bakery business.
The

RIDGE
BALD a.T.mTnrKicMi'Tí!

urncr stiikkt

THE' SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

win it for us.
Ask

J.C.

snmt

The Superior I'laning Mill is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

are .fresh,
made, every day, no old
stock. We will make any
special kind you want for
any special occasion.
Remember, we want
your bakery business and
want quality and price to
cakes

Our

li

1

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO- -

Fresh
Strawberries

'..

turn.

M4P'jmmsimimmm

J,

Orders Filled Samo Day
aa Iteccivccl.

a BALDIUDGE.

gixmige ahnot.

Mcintosh,
A. M.

U LACK

WELL.

O. E. CHOMWELL.

2iJ. X. PATTERSOTAT

nt

quarter blood at

26 fa 2 Sc.

20

fit)

LIVE H Y AND nOAltDINGSTAULE8

27c

line and line medium, at 20 fa 2 lie,
clolliiiiK Nevada, Utah nnd Idaho at
20 fir 23c. quarter blood Moeres at 2!lfa
31c. Montana at 2tifa27c, Australian
40s to 0 at 40fa42c. and 5(is in a
finall way at 4.1 fa 4 tío.

311-31-

3

Orlmi Laxativo Fruit Syrup IS iinlil under
punitivo muirantoo tn rure C"iitliatlnn.
li'k headache, atnmach truuMe. or any form
of I ml (tot Ion. If It falla, tho manufacturera refund your money. What moro can any
one do. J. 11. O'lilelly Co.. drueglita.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

am

H.

'

a

Telephone 57.

West Silver Avcnirt.

I
I

1 White

STRONG

FUNERAL

DIRECTOR

MONUMENTS
and Black Hearse

201-21-

Street!

North Seoond

,ZujaMai.ii.!wraiw

TRYING COTTON RAISING
AROUND TUCUMCARI

e,

one-hal-

f.

: I

'

For

Totli'o-Tiiciinicii-

?

rl

s

pain-racke-

over-workn-

1

lc

!'

I

soloierImédTñ

Duuie-wrapp-

accidental explosion

t t

f

hsblt-formlri- g

d

1

tllei

advocaTFgenéral
favor of canteen

on-O-

I

'radical ami

Siiecesi-fu- l

in (ircming .Staple
DaMorn New .Mexico.

ExitcrimciitM
In

Conducing

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

In the county
A number of farmer
have an an experiment planted anywhere from one to twenty acres of cotton and the results liavo been far beyond tho most sanguino expectations,
says he Tueumcarl News. Many of
them are making anywhere from
to one-habalo per aero on
sod land and the lent is very tine and
well developed. This paper has been
requested to ask that every farmer
planted will report
who has cotton
the condition of his nop, the number
of acres and the probable yield per
acre to the News each week until tho
crop has matured and In case there If
enoiiKh of the crop to warrant It, the
business men of Tueumcarl agree to
put In a Rln stand to take care of it.
H. C. Hancock and T. W. llcRicy are
anion? the number of farmers who
have gone over the mutter and the
business men have assured them that a
Rln stand will be put in if tho crop will
warrant It. Ho any farmer who hat
cotton planted Is requested to communicate) with the News Immediately
.ind continue to do so each week until a knowledge of the crop can bo had.
one-four-

or

The First National Bank

th

lf

Tan Veara In lied.
"For ten ycara 1 waa conllnod tn mr bed
with cllaeaaa of my kldneya," wrltea R. se-A.
dray. J. 1'., of Oakvilla, Ind. "It waa an
vere that I could not move part of Ihe timo.
I coniiiilted Ihe very heat medical aklll available, hut could net no relief until Foley'e
It
Kidney Cure waa recommended to me.
haa heen a (loUasnd tu me." J. 11. U'Klelly
Co., drugtflala.

oír

yr.vr

FOIti

tkmtihvsk mmiikr

n

(Ml. KKKKMBRR Tllr.KK 1H
('Ol'RTKOI'a i I.KRK KK.,IV

AI.WAV A
TO TAKK
OlR OKMKB, NO MATTER
CO.
HOW SMALL, f. U. fKATT

Every elaj Mornlna Journal want ad read-erarc finding-- "heller lurnlahrd nwma."

leo

in I n u le.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

WOOL

Aapreaentlng

Mauger

(With Raaba

Ill

Kurtn rirat

(..

'

Avery, Boatoa

Mauger.)

Albuquerque,

i.

......

circulation

ia.oaa.aa

TOTAL

II.I1I.0II.11
LIABILITIES.

Capita! atork paid In
Surplue fund ...Undivided profile, lene eipenaee and taxea paid
,.
National Bank notea oulalandlng
Due tn other National Banka
Inie to Htale Banka and Bankera
Individual riepoalta euhject tn chock
Time eertlflcalea of dcpoalt
,
Certified ehecka
,
Caahier'e rhacke oulalandlng
t'ntted Htatea Henrietta
Bepoalta of U. 8. alaburalng offlcera
Raaarvad for Uxea
TOTAL

I 100.000.0

10.000,0

li.m.ai0

100.00.

171.120.

1

10MftS.lt

l.m.anj.ji
l.ni, mo. oi
ioa.7t

ta.tii.4i

4M1I.7

U.Í9I.1I
iMoo.ea

,11.111.011.11

Territory of New Mexleo, County of Bernalillo, eat
I. Frank McKee, Caahler of tha
bank da anlamnly-aweathat tha abova atatcment la true tn the beit nf my knnwledga
and belief.
FRANK M KKB, Ca.uler.
Correct Atteat!
'
above-name-

J.

8. KATNOT.nfl,
A. H. M'Mlt.t.KN.

r

d

'

II. F. RATNOI.DH. IMractora.
ubacrlbad and awora to before me thla 17th day nf March, HIT,
BAMUttb riCKARU, Notary fklla.

W. E. MAUGER

h

BEHOIRCE8.
dlacounta
fl.7aa.SRl .01
an
unsecured
cured
and
Overdrafta,
7.711. 71
U. R. Honda tn aecura circulation
loo.nnn.oo
IJ. a. Bonda to aecura IJ. 8. Depnalta
loo. 000.0
n.oto.oo
Premluma on U. 8. Honda
Honda, aecurltlea. ato
I 147.81
m. 600. oo
Banklna home, furniture, and flxturea
2 r,. ooo. oo
Other real eitate owned
ja.l 96.17
Due from National Banka (not reaerva agenta),,
,
, 1 ts.aas.bi
Pua from Stale Banka and Bankera
,
Í7H.724.77
Iue from approved reaerve agauta
,,
Check! and other caah Itema
1.047.01
7, II.
Kichanaea for clearing houae
,
. (Ma.aa
Notea nf other National Banka
,
Fractional paper currency, nlckele, and canta
1,031.17
Lawful Money Heacrva In Bank, via:
pecla
2,MI.S
Ilegal tender nntna
140,111. II
II.7bS.0a
Jledemptlon fund with U. 8. Treaaurar (I per cant of

fiana and

a

Want w.mctlilni? Turn to the Huaalfled
column, of the Morning Journal full may
Hull It In

OP NEW MEXICO.
IN TUB TKURITORT
AT ALBIJQtrpIttQtJR,
AT TUB CLOdlfl OF BUSINESS, MAIICII 11, 11107.

M,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

V
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Buthorltl.. fur Instance, should join
wllh ajj th(J gtate authurltirs In war-I- n

..--

-

dadful
own

scourge of
"'i8 JKUn,st
tuberculosis. Your
stale Kovern-t- h
" Massachusetts-- deserves
"I0"1, he.r
hlsh praise for the action t has taken
"
Publlc healtn
?nZ3t Uuri'S
tnetle8f
a"í V'"' a8.n

a civil action against the corpora- tion Uself. Any effective action on
tiart of the government is alwnvg
objected to. as a matter of course, hy
th wrongdoers, by the beneficiaries.
of the wrongdoers, and by their
and
of" stacking Ihe
action or the government is by on- lectlng to practical action upon ihe
ground that it does not go far enough.
of the favorite devices of those
ore reallv striving to prevent the
of these laws is to clamor
for action of such severity that it can
not be undertaken because it will be
certain to fail if tried. An instance
this is the demnnd often made for
criminal prosecutions
where such
prosecutions would be certain to fail.
by
hathrjury which vSlíadi?
a corporation by fine, ror Instance.
will acoult the individual members of
that corporation if we proceed again,t

"L

,her niatte
the '"""ost state

some

7H

nl?
noI)e

spe

f

havf' spoken of but one or two
which, in my judgment it Is
o
visante to enact as part of the
prul "heme, for making the
oí
government
more
tí"ce
tl)e national
f" wuring justice and fair
dealing as between man and man here
Lpt me add-othe Un'ted Sía,tBS;.
however, that while it is necessary to
have legislation when conditions arise
1

,awH- -

ad-O-

gen-vvh-

interfer-enforeeme-

"Tui-Mv-

f

IVf,,'?,

S eat

ZtX t,h'
í
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action of
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"wnnT
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ÁTiT
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If rayara

propose to redistribute the world's
goods by refusing to thrift and energy
and industry their proper superiority
over folly and idleness and sullen
envy. Such legislation would merely,
in the words of the president of Columbia university "wreck the world's
efficiency for the purpose of redistribELECTION FUNDS
uting the world's discontent."
Wo
should all of us work heart and soul
for the renl and permanent betterment which will lift our democratic
civilization to a higher level of safety
and usefulness. Such betterment can Million Ballots Needed Must be
come only by the slow, steady growth
of the spirit which metes a generous,
Secured on Credit, Says Secbut not a sentimental justice to each
man on his merits as a man, and
retary of State. '
which recognizes the fact that the
highest and deepest happiness for the
individual lies not in selffishness but
Guthrie, O. T., Aug. 20. Territorial
In service.
Secretary Charles Fllson estimates
that it will require 1,0(10, lino ballots
for the election to be held September
RAILROAD NOTES.
17. This must., ho done on credit, as
there is not a cent of available funds
which to varry tin the election.
with
Officer Joe Sheridan, of the Santa
If congress does not make r deficienFe police, will go south this morn- cy
appropriation to cover the cost of
ing on company business.
the election the state legislature will
International Correspondence School be asked to appropriate the amount.
The form of the ballot can not be
car 'Mitchell," for the railroad department, will go south today at- fully decided upon at this time, as it
Is
uncertain how many parties will
tached to No. 9.
have tickets in the field. At present
Ford Harvey, general superintend- republicans, democrats nnd socialists
ent, John Stein, division superintend- have each placed a state ticket in the
ent, and F. F. Snell, division auditor, field. There Is gome possibility of an
of the Harvey system, will be in A- Independent ticket.
It is not likely
lbuquerque this morning for a confer- that a prohibition ticket will be placence. Mr. Harvey will arrive from the ed In the field, as the prohibitionists
west, while Mr. Stein will come in on will fight their battles
tills year
No. 10.
Auditor Snell arrived here through the old parties.
late last night.
The state election hoard Is required
to furnish the tickets for the state
Ttobert Johnson, night clerk, at the and sunreme court officer ami f,.r
Alvarado hotel, has resigned to ac- voting on the constitution and the
cept his old position as clerk at the state-wlil- e
prohibition ordinance. The
Burnett house In Cincinnati. Ohio. His county boards must furnish
balsuccessor, Mr. Moore, of the clerical lots for voting fn congressmen,thememforce of the Castañeda hotel at Las bers of the legislature, county and
Vegas, arrived here last night. Dur- township officers.
ing his residence here Mr. Johnson has
made many friends who will regret
Busslaus (iolng to Mexico.
his departure.
Mexico City, Aug. 20. Negotiations
pending here for the purchase of
are
James urn, superintendent of the 150.000 acres of land to be colonized
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe by Russians. Twenty
thousand "Mo-l- a
railway, arrived In the city at 5
kanos" are to leave western ltussla
o'clock yesterday afternoon from Las shortly,
and they will be joined here
Vegas on an Inspection trip. After
visiting the local yards and office by 2,000 now at Los Angeles. Cal.
with Superintendent W. K. F.tter of
the Rio (irande division, he returned
to Las Vegas, his business car being
comipjg
attached to No. 8.

OHOl

ROOSEVELT STANDS PAT: WAR ON
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Twenty-Sevent-

Annua

h

eirrnoriar

air Association
October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

things which the corporation
which
n, h
,)f
t
h
they direct and con rol has done. In sarvm ofa lndivlflu:U citi,.en.shlp.
This
licorice
hc.
,na
doM not mpan lnat Ve can R,rd t0
trust we
tried the tvo nP ,wt ,Pg,slatton.
u w, bo hlghlv
corporations and their respective pres- - ,,!., trous If we permit
to
iueiita. Ihe contracts and other trans- - bo mIsjed by th ,,loas ofonrselves
tnose w))1)
actions establishing the guilt of the se , an ni.estricte.l individualism
coi potations were made t.irough, and the
- panacea
for social
so far as they were In writing were ,,vis; uut
wnl be even tnon diR.
íigned by. the two presidents. Yet the astrous to adopt
opposite panacea
jury convicted the two corporations 0f anv socialistic the
svstem which would
and admitted the two men. Both destroy all individualism, which would
verdicts could not possibly have been ri,nt out the liber of our whole
1
but apparently the average zenshlp. In anv great government,
juryman wishes to see trusts broken such as that in which we are engaged,
up. and is quite
to fine the or- - nothing Is more necessary than sanitv,
poration itself; but Is very reluctant than the refusal to be led into ex-t- o
find the facta "proven beyond a tremes by the advocates of the ultra
reasonable doubt" when It comes to course on cither side. Those prose ml tag to jail a reputable member fessed friends of liberty who cham-o- f
the business coiniaunity f'r din! pion license are the worst foes of
thouswhat the business community has tin- - liberty and tend by the reaction their
athappily grown to recognise as well- - violence causes to throw the govern-nlg- h
normal In business. Moreover, ment back into the hands of the men
buckunder the necess.iry technioall.ies of who champion corruption and tyranny
criminal proceedings, often the only In the name of order. So it is with
man who can be reached criminally this movement for securing justice
(coree Al'liul I)K'w n Little Boosting
OLD TIMER SEES MANY
be some subordinate who is not ward all men, and equality of
In
i lie
Other Territory for the
tunity so far as it can be secured by
the real guilty party at nil.
Twenty-Sevent- h
Annual Carnival.
CHANGES IN THE CITY
Many men of large wealth hnve governmental action. The rich mail
' George Arnot,
been gulltv of conduct which from who with hard arrogance declines to
local manager fit
the rights and the needs of Contractor Gnllowuy Hardly Uecng. the Cross-Kell- y
the moral standpoint Is criminal,
& Co., who. with Mrs.
those
off,
who
are
less well
and the
their misdeeds are to a peculiar deiiIm-Ills 1'ornier Wesidence Alter Arnot and family, have been sojourngree reprehensible,
because those l,for man who excites or indulges in
Sonic; Seventeen Years of Absence. ing at different points In California,
committing them have no excuse of(,nvv and hatred of those who are
returned home yesterday.
want, of poverty, of weakness and is- - belter off, are alike alien to the spirit
On the way home, Mr. Arnot visited
norance to oi'I'i r as partial atonement.. f our national life. Kach of them
a
number of places In Arizona where
J.
Galloway,
an
AlbuIn
v
learn to appreciate the
When In addition to moral respor.sl- - should
querque, and a member of the con- he .talked to thp business man about
five-mi- le
these men have a legal respon- - nps "niJ degradation of his point of tracting firm of Calloway & Brown, the territorial fair to be held here
pvil
view.
one
In
In
case
as
the In
the
slbilltv which can be proved so as to (,,h''rhere seventeen years ago, this fall, securing their promises to
There exists no more sordid butexistence
Impress a judge and Jury, then the
now a resident of San Diego, Cal., send a large delegation to the fair
type
develop-reacaml
unlovely
of
h
social
department will strain evn v nerve to
spent yesterday in the city visiting old from that territory.
th"n a l"'wtocracy, for there acquaintances.
them ctiminallv. Where thi- is ,nlrnt
imnossible, then It v. ill take whatever ' n Peculiar unwholesonien. ss In a so..
has certainly changgovernmental
ideal where ed,""Albuquerque
action will be most effective
under clal
remarked Mr. Calloway to Per- THE
"
wva,,h by am of twLu held up fecto Armljo, sheriff of 'Bernalillo
the actual conditions.
To the Mining Camps of Cologood. The materia
Jn the last six rears we have shown as ,h,l Satcst
last night. Messrs. Calloway
"f s"' 1 a view whether it Ilnds county,
that there Is no individual and no ii';m rAoreMon
and
were
Armljo
twenty
friends
here
rado, Utah and Nevada;
to
ni uiie nie oí u man
corporation so powerful that he fir it
ago.
accumulates a vast fortune in years
A CONTINUOUS CARNIVAL OF DANGEROUS DEEDS AND FOOLHARDY FUN.
suands above the possibility of punlsh- - who
Colorado'
Denver,
Springs
"When
I
Albuquerque,
left
and
Old
"
ways that are repugnant to every In- ment under the law.
Town
was
beginning
just
to
lose
its
and of fair dealDuring the present troubfe In t)ieistinct fif generosity
RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
business concerns, which moved Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
í
in.Miit-u iiiiuH ii.m expres- large
ims, "i
to the new town, on account of the New Mexico,
Mock market I have of course re- sion
in
vapidly
the
useless
the
nnd
and
ceived contless requests and suggesbeing
new
in the
section of
of the Inheritor fit that railroad
tions, public and private, that I should fortune, life
Both old and new Albueyes the city.
is contemptible In
querque
lo something to ease the situation. of all men capable of a thrill the
have
certainly
changed
for DENVER & RIO GRANDE
J.
A.
financial dis- feeling. Where the power of of lofty
the better."
There is a world-wid- e
STAMIVJ
law
the
turbance. It is felt in the bourses of can be wisely used to prevent or to
Mr. CaUoway was accompanied by
RAILROAD
consols
President
Paris and Herlln and British
Secretary
the acquisition or business his wife nnd they are en route to the
are lower while prices of railwny se- minimize
employment ot such wealth and to east for an extended pleasure trip.
On
"also"
xletueclateil.
'nave'
curities
Through the fertile San Luis
make it pay by Income or Inheritance They left last night for Chicago.
rwWilTiflVBM'i' iT't,.''
the New York stock exchange the distax Its proper share of the burden of
seturbance has been particularly
Valley;
also
INtaie
to
Hot
the San Juan RESULTS!
Transfer.
government, I would
that
vere, most of It, I believe to be due power without a moment'sInvoke
RESULTS! ALBUQUERQUEPLANINGUILL
Carlota Garcia de Buchanan
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
hesitation.
and country of Colorado,
to matters not particularly confined to
Hut while we can accomplish somehusband,
de
hus- Garcia
Oxendlne
and
to
matters thing by legislation, legislation can haml to Fortunato Nicolacl, a piece of
the I'nlted States and
For Information ns to rates, truln
Showcases. Mission Tnrnlliire, Ktore.
whollv unconnected vlth any gov- never he more than a part, and often land between the acequia de Barcias
MORNING JOURNAL
ami liar fixtures nml Ituilding Mate- St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms'
rlCfl, descriptive literature, ildrese
ernment action but It may well be that no more than a small part, in the and North Broadway, for tl.
rial. the determination of the government, general scheme of moral progress;
Joseph Unmet r, Proprietor,
S. K. HOOPER,
Charles A. Reynolds to K. A. Green-lea- f,
WANT ADS
120 W,'t iVntrnt Avt'inii'.
in which, gentlemen, It will never wa- and crude or vindictive legislation
piece
a
of
certain
In
preland
'
ver, to punish certain malefactors of may at any time bring such progress cinct No. 13. between Old Town and Oenenü PiwsciiíJir nml Ticket Ajen
AlXr
LIQCOUS SKUVKIX
CHOICE
A.
J.
Love,
Proprietor
y rent wealth has been responsible for to a halt. Certain socialistic leaders the Hlo O ramie, for $1.
the popular Riinies. K.'no every MonDENVm. COLO
RESULTS!
RESULTS!
iotnething of the troubles at least to
411.1 S. 1'lrst Sired
Phono
day, Thursday nml Saturday nitral.
nu n
the extent of having caused these
as much
lo combine to bring about
tlnanciul stress as they possibly can
Jn order to discredit the policy of the
government and thereby to secure a
MIIXIXKltV SI'iriAU
reversal of the policy of the governMII.I.IXUKY SI'IX'IMi.
If so I am sorry,
ment If possible.
Once
liut will not ultery my attitude.
that as far as I am
ior all. let me
Iit 1 Assort ment of Women's and
concerned, and for the eighteen
reLot 2 Assortment of Women's
Misses' Trimmed Hats, worth from
months of my administration that the
Albuquerque's Brightest and Best Store.
main, there will he no change In nor
Trimmed
up
$.1.00
$fi.0U.
to
Clearance
II.it. worth from $5.00 up
policy we have steadily pursued, honTHE DAYLIGHT STORE
an
price
$1.00
to
$12.r,n.
let up In the efforts to secure
Clearance price
$2.00
for I rePhono Orders promptly filled.
Mull Orders promptly filled.
est observance of the law,
to
determine
one
as
gard this contest
the
who shall rule this government;
people, through their governmental
a few ruthless and deteragents
WEEK OF TREMENDOUS PRICE CUTTING.
WE PROPOSE THIS WEEK TO GIVE THE GREATEST VALUES YET BEEN OFFERED, AND ADVISE YOU TO MAKE THE MOST
mined men whose wealth makes them
partlcularlv formidable because they
corporation
of
lire behind breastworks
be
OF OPPORTUNITIES
PRESENTED, ALL THE DISCOUNTS PREVIOUSLY QUOTED WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY.
organization. L wish there would Idle
t is
point.
no mistake on this
the crimito ask me not to prosecute
no less
nal rich or poor, but I Itdesire
understood
.mphatlcally to have
unwill
and
GREAT FINAL REDUCTION OF INFANTS'
that we have undertaken
Final Reductions on Women's and Misses Apparel Most radFINAL CUT PRICES IN LACE CURTAINS
of vindictive type
dertake no action
shall
which
no
action
ami above all
ical price cuttings have been made to effect a rapid and absosuffering
WEARING APPAREL
$1,00 Curtains at, per pair
Indict great or unmerited and
69c
upon
iinon Innocent stockholders
Is
all
purpose
of
lute
clearance
Misses'
and
Apparel.
women's
Summer
Our
whole.
a
as
public
$1,25
Curtains at, per
the
73c
minimum of harshto uct with the with
obtaining our
There is not a garment in the entire department that has been
to
to
$1.50
ness compatible
up
$1,75
Lawn
Caps,
$1,00
worth
Infants'
Curtains
pair
at, per
$1.19
of great wnilta
inds. In the man
overlooked, everything is offered at a greatly reduced figure.
wealth honestly
price
Clearance
$1,75,
$2,00
Curtains
at,
who has earned bis
pair
per
$1.39
a good
and used it wisely we recognize
praise and re$2,50
citizen worthy of allonly
Curtains
at,
per
pair
$1.69
.r
be done
spect. Business can
Elegant assortment of beautiInfants' Linen Bibs, worth from 15c up to 20c,
cor$ 8,00 Princess Suits. $ 4.98
modern conditions through
$3,25
Curtains at, per pair
$2.23
porations and our punióse Is heartily
10c
Clearance price
ful, stylish Tailor Made Dress $ 9,00 Princess Suits.S 5.98
that do well.
Jo favor corporations
$4,50
Curtains
at,
per pair.:
$2.98
appreciates
Skirts, worth from $7,50 to $12,00 Princess Suits.S 8.48
administration
Th
but honest profit for
$G.00
that liberalpromoters
Curtains
at,
pair
per
$4.49
Infants' Knit and Embroidery Flannel Sacques,
and generous
Challenge Price.$5.00 $14,50 Princess Suits.S 9.48
$11,50,
legitimate
0
for capital employed either
dividends
$7,50
25c
to
Curtains
from
at,
Clearance
worth
up
50c
price...
pair
per
75c,
Princess
$4.79
$18.50
Suits.$11.98
... r..n,iinir or continuing honest ven
Beautiful stylish Silk Jumper
sue-- ,
necessary
for
factors
are
tures
und there-- ;
Suits at Half Price,
eossful corporate activity
binlnef-FINAL REDUCTION PARASOLS
Infants' Lons White Outing Skirts, worth from
DRESSING SACQUES
fore for generally prosperous
All these are compatible,
Pretty
Tub
Jumper
Suits
at
25c
man
50c up to 75c, Sale pi ice
with fair dealings as between
1
$ 2,00 Parasols now to go
75c Dressing Sacques
$ 1.39
39c
to law.
Low Prices:
mi man ami rigid obedience
every
honest
help
Is
to
aim
Our
3.50
to
$
Parasols
go
now
Dressing
at
In
$1,25
$ 1.89
73ü
Sacques..
$4,50 Jumper Suits
Neat assortment of Infants' Trimmed Long
corporation, and our policy means
$2.98
... '.,i.i,,nt nnnlvsls thti piosperou
$ 4.00 Parasols now to go at
$ 2.39
Dresses, worth from 75c up to $4,00, at Hall
$8,50 Jumper Suits at..$5.19 $1,50 to $1,75 Dressing
expansion of the business activitiescor-of'
5,00
honest business men and honest
$
to
Parasols
go
now
Price,
at
Regular
$ 2.79
Sacques
$1.19
Neat assortment of pretty
il
''''l'veí'yearnrstly hope that the
5.50
$
Parasols
to
now
go
1.$
3.69
White Tub Skirts, material of
which deals with the regulation
LONG KIMONAS
In Interstate
White Linen and Pique Buster Brown
Children's
of corporations engagedwith
to
$
6.50
Parasols
go
Linen
now
Poplin,
Indian
Duck,
$
4.19
rights
the
imslness will also deal
wag workers
Dresses, sizes from 2 to 5 years, at Half Price,
Kimonas at
69c
$1,25
Head
and Interests of the
Cloth
and
Auto
$ 7.50 Parasols now to go at
$ 4.98
Action
by those corporations.
.
Kimonas
98c
$1,50
at
was taken by the congres-- last year
$10.00
to
Parasols
go
now
At Half Price.
$ 6.98
limiting the number of hours that
PRICES OF CHILDREN'S
FINAL
CLEARANCE
railway employes should be Ifemployed.
Kimonas
$1,75
$1.19
at
to
Parasols
Stylish
now
$25.00
go
Lingerie
Suits
Princess
prac
at
In
.$12.00
one; but
The law Is a good
necessary iu rn
"
low prices:
tice It proves strengthened.
Kimonas
at
$3,00
$1.98
at
TUB
DRESSES
We
hav
It it must be
lia-- 1
,ióv secured a national employers' far-1
FINAL LOW PRICES WOMEN'S WAISTS
a more
Mlltv law; but ultimately
29c
40c Children's Tub Dresses
FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S FINAL REDUCTION WOMEN'S
reaching nnd thoroughgoing Inw.
thatj
must be passed. It is monstrous
75c Women's Waists now at
39c
who Is crippled in
50c Children's Tub Dresses at
a man or woman
9c
HOUSE DRESSES
WRAPPERS
the yresult of tak-- ;
on industry, even nsneces-ar,50
,25
$1
to
$1
Women's
Waists
now
at
of
89c
risks
ng what are the
59c
75c Children's Tub Dresses at
be required to.
tho occupation, should
$1,75 Women's Waists now
$1,50 House Dresses
.98c $1.00 Lawn Wrappers
of the loss.
$1.19
48c
bear the whole liurdeltdistributed
and
Tub1
Thut burden should be
House
$1,75
Dresses
Dresses
Children's
at.$1.29
at
$1,00
weakest
not placed solely pon the In
Assortment of High Grade Waists in Duchesse,
curry
$2,00 House Dresses
Individual, Ihe one least able
$1.48 $1,25 Lawn Wiappersat..69c
t
$1.19
Children's Tub Dresses at
$1,50
By making the employer liable
It
Taffeta and Messaline Silks range from $C,00 to
$2,50 House Dresses at.$1. 98
ultimately be distributed
will
among all tito benuliclai les of the bus- -

f'.fjf,

arizonaIíen'say"
they're
to fair

to-w-

WILD WEST

I

Bronco Busting

Bucking Bull

Best riders in the territories,
among the cowmen, will
tempt to break a bunch of
"outlaw" horses.

Though plenty attempt it,
not one "buster" in a

Relay Racing

Native Sports

Exciting
contest by
the most nimble riders and
mounts in the Southwest.

"Gallo" racing, "pollito," or

,

old-tim- er

base-billt-

-

-

"SHORT LINE"

THE REAL W EST

and can stay on a real
ing bull.

native "shinny," pony and
burro races, etc.

--

--

'

nt

A. WEINMAN

HUBBS
JAY
Manager

ROY

THE

pair....

)om

....50c

un-,l,-

s

at.

at..

át.

legis-'lallo-

at..

em-uloy-

at...

'

at...

...79c

tin-los-

$2.00 Children's Tub Dresses at

''Valso hope that there

will be legls-- ;
the na-- ,
latlon Increasing the power ofwith
cer-- ;
deal
to
government
tioiml
ncitten concerning the health of

out

pésl erywhir;

th

federal

j

$1.49

at..

at..

at..

at.

$3,00 House Dresses at.$2.19

$1,50 Percale Wrappers $1.19

$10.00, Clearance price, choice, each

$2.00
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much to do wrth making Oregon and
Washington independent
of Wall
street in their development.
Slubwuod. the outside or trimming
from the log, including the bark, has
become a luxury instead of a drug
an the market, as formerly, for years
"slab" has been the staple fuel for the
home. A few years ago It was delivered in any part of the city for a d- lar a cord; thert it rose In price, up ,
two years ago, to J 1.75 per cord, and
the housekeepers groaned at the advance and figured over the Increased
cost of running their furnaces and
their stoves, and many put in coal.
Now this slabwood brings $4 .per cord,
here formerly the mills were so anxious to get rid of it that they used it
as a filling for the lowlands around
their grounds.
ordinary fir wood in four-folengths was formerly i per cord;
then It rose to $4 and J4.5H. Now It
Is $6 per cord and the buyer is the
one who Is favored.
Tlie waste resulting from the erection of new buildings was until last
year stacked up in Ihe street anil
burned. It seemed n wasteful thing
to those from the eastern states,
where kindling is carefully put away,
but the people out here have the
habit now of saving this waste, and
it is stacked away in the basement for
the crunlng whiter with the same care
as It would lie in Ohio or Illinois.
Then In the yards of the larger
mills cars can be seen loading lumber
for Cleveland, New York and even
points in Kansas and Oklahoma, Just
north of the tijnber belt in Texas,
Louisiana and Arkansas. There seems
to lie an especially vigorous demand
for large timbéis which require two
or three cars to transport them, and
these go to every point of the compass
and ;uu today available only In the
northwest.
When the forest lands are cleared
they take the namo of "logged off
lands," or "cut over timber lands,"
and are then available for farms, fruit
ami dairying, and these lands are
particularly fought by the
The Increased cost of timber for
fuel and power lias caused the people
of the northwest to realize the worth
of their water powers, for while there
is an extremely progressive population In this section of the country,
they are like Hi use everywhere, in not
curing to make a change until necessity compels it.
The Increased value of fue! has
brought into service various coal
fields, and there will not be many
years before good wood will not be
used as fuel even In this section where
I'ncle Sum holds his largest fund of
wealth in that direction.

UmONS FIGHT

X.

CBUISE

10

PACIFIC

HE SAYS FIREMEN'S IS BEUEVED ROUTE
MEET

WILL

BE

DELUGED

"WITH

STRONG PROTESTS

Proposed Removal of Battle- ships From Eastern Waters
Woqlci Throw Thousands Out
Work, Petitioners Claim.

!

!

tra'-sfer-

DETTLEBACH BUSY

EASTERN MAY COME

MAKING ARRANGEMENTS

AROUND THE MOUNTAINS

A. M. Dettlebai h, chief of the Santa
Fe fire department and secretary of
the New Mexico Firemen's association,
and also one of the most active boos, Annual
ters for the Twenty-Sevent- h
Territorial fair, spent yesterday In Aleonf.-rrinbuquerque
with the officers
of the fair association.
Mr. Dettln-bac- h
has Just returned from Kos-we- ll
and other towns.
"The firemen's tournament and exhibit Is to be the principal feature of
the score of exhibitions at the fair,"
said Captain IJettlebach. "Hesldes a
race to a fire, and the saving of a
burning structure, . we will present a
fast hitching show that cannot bo

teal.
"on Tuesday. August

28th, we will
pull off a racing meeting at Traction
park, to lie followed by three race
events the next afternoon. On Thursday u public race for the territorial
championship will take place on West
Gold avenue, from the Commercial
club parlors to the Alvarado hotel.
"The annual meeting of the territorial firemen Will be held In con-

junction with the fair, and a large
number of firemen have promised to
attend." .
Mr. Dettelbach. lenves this morning
for a trip to the south In the interests
of the fair and the tlrenien's association.

MKVKItS ItOOSTIXG
I'Olt Till-- 28TII FAIlt
Ernest Meyers, president of the
Meyers company, returned home yesterday after a mouths' absence, during which time Major Meyers has been
lioosting Albuquerque and fishing In
Lake Kile.
Major Meyers informed Manager
.lay Ilubbs of the fair association that
the representatives of the eastern liquor firm which contributed the Veuve
Cliquot Yellow
Label Champagne
stake race and cup, would arrive here
M.VIOlt

:

n

.soon.

"liefore leaving for home," remarked Major Meyer's, "I succeeded in
gettting two eastern liquor firms to
anenter races for the twenty-eight- h
nual fair.
"A large number of New Yorkers
manifested Interest in the New Mexico fair, and while they are unable
to attend
themselves, have made
preparations for a New York delegation."
Major Meyers said that fishing was
excellent in Lake Krie and on the
Canadian lakes.
Itt'KSKl.f,
MAY APPKAH AtJAlX
Ueckless Ilussell. the
man, who rides down a steep Incline
into a tank, will probably lie. one of
the manv attractions at the coming

-

Albuquerque' Fans are Ready
to Take Up All Money Offered
on the Boy Wonders of Trini-

one-legg-

dad.

tin oui;h."

femininity and masculinity
have been much in evidence he.'ore
Matron's window where a line photoTIMBER
graph of the Mcintosh Urowtis, taken
by Showell Is on exhibition. The likeness of the greatest base ball aggregation in the southwest Is a splendid one
and lias caused much admiring comment.
"I understand that some of Trinidad's fiii tids are offering to bet two
lo one against Albuquerque," said 'a
fan last night. "You can Just tell 'em
ii
that the Hi owns and their friends are
ready to take up all money and
take it tin so quick It will smoke. The
lirowns intend to win both of those
games Saturday and Sunday at Trinidad and they know they can deliver
the goods. 1 can hand it out to you
Jim Hill Says One Acie of. Ore-po- n straight
from the information bureau
that Trinidad Is going to experience :
Trees Is Worth as Much couple
of very painful surprises before
to a Railroad as 1G0 Acres the week Is out."

G.E1TEST

ISSEI

OF

IHE

fai--

c.oou ciiowii

Wheat,

Hatcher, of the Hatcher-Russe- ll
Carnival company, spent yesterday in the city talking to the fair association officers about his troupe.
Mr.
Hesldes
Keckless Russell,
perHatcher offers another dare-dev- il
formance. A man dives off an elghly- nve toot laiiuer nun a ni l, turning a
number of somersaults in his descent.

num-ranger- s.

adminls-responsibl-

uhl-litn-

Narrowly
tempting

'Ira in
K

0

III
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wl-ai-

,

E

Fifiht.

Oro- -

serious accident occurred fit the
depot hist Sunday night when the returning Kl I'aso-- I ioinlci oft special
pulled out. at about II o'clock, says
Mrs. Josle
the Urogram!,- - Times.
Kirk, of Spokane, Wash., who was
coming here with her husband and two
children was frightfully Injured by
being dragged over a car's length by
her dress, which caught on the cur
step as she alighted from the moving
train. The woman whs taken lo "The
Cottage" on Woodson avenue and lr.
T. I.. Celliim was called In to attend
her last night. All examination showed
that h'-- forearm and two ribs were
fractured besides other Internal Injuries received.
Several otheti passengers who ctimti
In the sume train barely succeeded In
getting off without Injury, ns It Is boy.
claimed that the (rain did not even
HKAI. I I VK (I tMK OF HANF.IIAI I.
come to a full stop, and the conducAT THK TK ACTION
II I. UK I I AVKI
tor gave the signal to go ahead just as I'AKK
AITIKMION, AM.IfT
Mrs. Kirk was in the act of getting off. !.V AT MMMV
O'CLOCK. IILTWr.KN THK
The jolt of the train in starting caused
AMI liKllllMMO TKAMs.
her to lose her balance and she fell
and was drugged for a considerable
f Not
os l.snd
distance, according to the statements
NOTIf K MHt ri lM.lt ATION.
Depai
of
accisaw
the
Iniorlor. I.iitid Office at
of several of those who
the
iment ,
111.
1W07.
X
Si, ii
M. Aiiiiiim
dent.
Noiii-Is herch
Klveii
that Amhroclo
At last reports the woman was suf- - Sullrhel,
M . hits
A
N.
Old
of
ferlng Intensely and very serious comof his Intention to make final
plications may set In. According to a flkil noticepriHif
of his claim, vtx:
statement made by J. M. Kirk, the Horn, lead Knirytn support
No. 7,100. mini. July 2,
husband of the Injured woman, a suit no;. f..r lh SI".1,
J, Township SN.
will be brought against the railroad Itiinifi l?V, and Unit suld proof will he
company for a large amount of dam- made
II. W. X. Otero, United State
ages, as he alleges, ihe incident was I'oiirt r.iminUaloticr nl .lliii,inriue, .. M..
imiT.
(dearly due I rurelessnesM on Ihe pint on oiiolier
'
He iiiiines ihe following witnesses to prove
of ihe trainmen.
upon, anil
his
Ki--

luiili-rill,--

.

I

I'rlciullv Tip.
If you talk about your trouble
And tell them o'er find o'er.
Th world ft 111 think you Ilk 'em
And tiroceed to give you more,
Chicago New.

SALE OF SCHOOL
BOOKS

IS

ON

INEUEST

continuous residence
rultl
of, Ihe land, vli: KHIclnno I'huves,

vailon

Chnvet.

Snlvad-.-

Kai-a-

llura, all of Old Alui'iieriie,
MAM'KI.

Mnicduleno

mat-nine-

Try a Morninrj Journal Want Ad

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

,

wash-stan-

D

-

yKTI-:iINARY- .

;innlcs, wiio Has Inift

Manuel

Willi lolin llarlevcoi-n- .
I'nvorcil Willi Tliliiy Pays by Justice Metlellaii.

CoimnuiH-i- l

Manuel Gonzales la . again In the
toils.
Utilízales' name can be found
on the police dockets for years back
with the words, "Habitual drunkard,"

after

It.

(ronzales was
arrested Monday
night upon the complaint of his wife,
that he had not contributed towards
her support fur many days, and that
he had been on a spree for some time.
Justice of the Peace McClellan, who
tried Gonzales, sent him to the county
jail for thirty days.
MININO

NTWKS.

The following Boston quotations are
hy F. Craf A "u., brokers, ovr their
own private wire to Albuquerque, N. M.,
August 20, 1907.
AiiiulKiimnted Copper .. ., ... (9V,ffl 69'4
fu) 4.ri
45
Annconda
Allolli--

Arizona

Comnit-rrln- l

KuRinaw

AiTif-rlrn-

Atlantic
Huston

tr
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40
S

14VM lííVt
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Sfi,1

o
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Consolidated

i 19'4
HVjW 12

19

MlnKhum

Ciiinlisrland
Viupiinlal

Calumet and Arizona
("upper Kanue
Demi Arizona
liavls liHly
t
Hulte

liranby

rei ne
Helvetia
Keewenaw ..
Ml.hiKiin Mining
Mohawk Mining
Nevada Consolidated
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1
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149'
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WANTED Lmber team
to haul luufber
from our mill In Oochltl Canon 'o Domingo, 32 miles; good road and good water. Addresa Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn- -
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ttf
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ii,
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ma-'- ,
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FOR RENT
tut, s.
lOS'u H"i
!

North mute

r or.

64

NIplHHini;

(7,

He

)R

7
.Kl

29íii, 104
14 o,
l.mi
94
in ttii

old Uoininlon

lll.l

Wolverine
Victoria
fule Koynle
(ilobe Consolidated
Haven

ruaeon for selling; only drug atore In
town; for further particulars write B. E. WM. B10LÜKN
Berry. Estañólo, N. M.
Veterinary.
FOR SALE Five room brick house, furor
nished,
unfurnished; two screened
porches and shade trees. Also one lut on
DKNTISTS.
University Heights. Also set of historie, DR.
J. L KRAFT"Nations of the World," (0 volumes at
Dental 8urgen.
Inquire at residence, John Welnzlrl, 416 8.
Rooms 8, Barnett Building. Phona
Arno st.
'
744.
Appointments made by wall.
FOR HALE Tin ee saddle and driving
ponies. Hunter' Wagon lard, 200 South
AKCHITIOOTS.
Broadway.
tf
FOR SALE A good top buggy fur sole P. W. 8PKNCKH
cheap.
N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter
Architect
street.
tf Rooms 46
Bjirnett Bulldlnn.
FOR
SALE AermoloY windmills,
tank
ASSAY KKK.
and substructure. Wolklng & Bon, 707
North F.ighth street, phone 14H5.
tf W. JNKfc- Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
' BIngineer.
WANTED
Miscellaneous
609 West Fruit avenue, Postofflc Box
WANTED Board nnd room by lady, not 173, or at office of F. H. Kant 11Í
an Invalid, In private Protestant family. South Third street...
Addrews B. & R.,
of Morning Journal.
CIVIL IfiNGINEEHS.
WANTED Office man. 17 years' experience,
wants position.
Refer Fourth National PITT ROSS
Bunk, Ex- - Gov. W. E. Stanley. Wichita,
W. VV. Parkinson, this office, or Attorney County Surveyor,
Kansas.
before U. 8. Land DepartMorlarity, N. M.
ment Land Scrip for sale. Civil m- WANTED Position by first class stenoggineerlng.
rapher and bookkeeper.
Address Mayer, Oold Ave.. Opposite
Morning Journal
care of Morning Journal.
WANTED Situation by thoroughly exper!"-ence- d
bookkeeper; healthy, eoher effi- LIBERTY
LADIES' COLLEGE
cient; city reference.
M. Barden, cars of 14
mile from Kama City. Hlgheat arad
Morning Journal.

tun, N. M.
a'4 WANTED Clean cotton rag
(i'i
ing Journal office.
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i'lilieeiilment or Publicity Which?
Business
enterprises may he mughly
elnsxed as tluwe which will prosper from
publicity, and those which will not
No very reputable business will prosper
from cotircaltneiil and secrecy.
No worthwhile business will full to prosper from the
right urt of publicity.

It E N T

at the

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

toojns

Tli reo furnished
Furnished room,

512

rooms?
.V.

FOR RENT
Four f iirululied rooms for light
housekeeping;
furnish coal and wood for
22 a month.
304 W. Cromwell.
For RENT Modern
anartment.
nam. gas range, and electric light
In- quire at 8ir, N.4th St.
FOR RENT One of the most desirable
first lloor front mums In the highlands,
close In. One or two gentlemen preferred.
No health seekers.
Call at 311 S. Arno Hi
FOR RENT
iieasutit furnished room at

(Effective June 16th.)
From the Kast
Arrive. Depart
No. 1, Southern Cal. Exp
7:46 p 1:30 p
No. 1, California Limited ....12.20 p 1:00 p
No.7. North. Cal. Fast Mall.. .10:65 p 11:46 p
No. . EI P. A Mex. City Eip,. 11:46 p 11:20 a
From the West
No. i, Chicago Fast Mall
1:00
1:21a
No. 4, Chicago Limited
6:60 p 6:20 p
501 8. Third etreet.
No. irChl.
Kan. City Exp.. :40p 7:20 p
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, 72 B.
From tha Houth -Edith.
No. 10, Chi., Den. at K. C. Ex 1:20 a 7:00 p
FOR RENT
Room suitable for two, with
No. 10 connect nt Lamywtlh branch train
or without board. (21 W. Copper avenue.
for Santa Fe and atop at all local potnta Id
FOR RENT Three furnished housekeeping N
Mexico.
T. R. PÜRDT Agent
10
Tonmt Addre
Bo. Broadway.

-

Brokers' AaMxilatloa.

No 1Xul

US West Central A twin.

Alhuqnerno

Alioiit the

he Alhiiiuel'(iie.
Penults tell the tale.
All doubt is removed.
The testimony of an Albuiuerque
ItexultM

suz

.

REDUCED

Tliero ('mi lt(

faculty.

Morn-

establishing uniform texts for the entire territory.
s
Parents, as usual, have registered a
s
lit
well developed kick at having to buy adequate
new books, but thinking ones see that publicity.
the step taken by the territorial hoard
will obviate much of this difficulty
In the future.
The standardization of
text hooks for all New Mexico schools
Is the most Important step taken by
FOR RENT
Dwellings
the school system In recent years and
ALL Points FOR- 1ÍKNT FurrilMied, Í2xf4houne
will greatly simplify the workings of
tent; J00SoiithHrnadway.
the system.
O. A. Matson. yesterday displayed n
Folt RENT 3 room cottage, furnished for
RAII.ltOAI TICKETS BOUGHT
housekeeping; bath, gas. and electric light.
mammoth pyramid of Walsh's ArithAMI SOU). ( OltKKMrOMIKNf K
Apply at 1024 N. Fourth.
metics, one of the new books chosen.
HOIJCITKII.
FOR RENT
house, furnished or unThere were 1,0.10 book In the pile.
furnished; close In. Apply Rankin and
When It Is considered that all books
Co., Armljo Bldg., or phone 1497.
are changed this year In Albti'iuenpie
FOR RENT
Tour room cottage with modwith the exception of the language
inquire of A. A. Trimand music text books, It may be easily MOURE'S TICKET OFFICE' ble.ern107ennvenlence.
N. Arno street.
seen that the school book business Is
FOR KMNT
house with lawn and
Mem he of A me r Iran Tick!
large barn. Address 413
Broadway.

Tía.!,.
KKsrirs
28

Letters, Bclenct-s- , Art Unusually strung
American Mozart' Conservatory.
An Emeriun piano a prize In May
Festival
Contest. Kor full Illustrated catalog; address
C M. WILLIAMS.) President. Liberty, Mo.
In

.

RÓÓft'S FOlV RENT A few nicely "furnished
room with use of bath, by the week or J. D. Eaklr Pre.
chaa. Mellnl, Bcy
No Invalid taken.
month.
Hotel Craig. a. Oloml, Vloa Pre.
O. Bacheen!, Traa
Sliver Ave.
FUR RENT
Neatly
furnished room at
very kiw price, The I a Veta Rooming
are not advertiser
are.
Hurglar should prefer House,
West Lead
avenue, Mr. J.
Successor
concealment
to Mellnl A Eaklo
merchants adequatk Fleming
f
and Bachechl & Oloml
FOR RENT
Modern room and board, fii
per month. Mr. Eva U Craig, 101
WIIOI.KSAI.K
ItKAI,KR8 IN
South Oenond street, upstair.
I
WINES,

South
FOR RENT
Twelve acra ranch, close In;
mostly alfalfa, lit Uupper avenue.
FOR RENT Tuo or threrooni"lioue,
furnished or unfurnished.
W. V, Futren mil South Second elreet

MISCELLANEOUS

citizen

LIQUORS & CIGARS

We

handle everything In our lint.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List, Issued to dealers only.
Telephone
rORNFH FIRST T.

13

rnPPFR

ATB

Toti & Gradi

North Tlilrd Street
Dealers In
r.ROOKRmS, PROVISIONS, GRAIN
Hay aiil KuH. line line of Imported
Wine, liquors and Cigar. Place yonr
order for tills line line with us.
A

mil

MKT

OF

TKITH FOB

iiml
MM

Oold ( rowas
Oold Filling, nawards from

l.t
fuffílÉRFl)Rü'"í agaííí "doing all
.i traction
kind of hair work. Call 617 South Broad- rainless
All
Work Absolutely Guaranteed.
way.
MONEY TO LOAN
fin real
DRS.
estate. In
& PETTIT,
sum to suit. W, P. Molcalf, 121 tJold
Room 1J. N. I. ArmUo Itollilltur
avenae.
"Ilium's Kidney Pilis
were first
brought to tny attention about four
HIGH CLASH PROPOSITION
Life llisur.
A I, II U O U K K q U K
yearn ago while living In Helena,
anc agent wauled In all parts of New
Mexico by a Legal Reserve Company.
Montana.. Mr. Hay had been troubled
SplenFoundry
Machine
did contract for good men. Call or write M.
for Kome time with attack of nevern
V. SHEKKE8KE.
324 South Kdlth afreet, Alpain In his hack, and he used them
II.
P.
Proprietor.
llull.
buquerque, N. M.
with the most Hatlsfaetory resulln, und
Iron and Bra
Casting. Or. Coal, and
proved that they do all that la claimed
Lumber Cara, Pulleys, (irate Bar, Babbitt
FOR SALE
Real
for them In. uch
The good
Metal, Columns and Iron Front for Buildopinion he fhen formefl
of Doan'n
ing. Itepalr on Mining and Milling MaKnit SALE Acre properly sultubllT'fiir "a
Kidney Pills hH strengthened
with
chicken ranch. 1 lo Ii acres, with fruit chinery our specialty. FuUNDBT, Kast Bid
time us other appeals made to them
trees; on main ditch one mile from center of Railroad Tranlt Albiiuueuu. New Mexico
have ul way a brought relief and proved
of city; price per ncrn less than a city lot.
Unit they can be depended upon not
Room f Cromwell building.
Arthur E. Walker
only lo remove backache but to give
FOR SALE Chen p. l? bought soon; irn
palnii. We
relief from all rheums-tl- c
Fire Inmiranc.
proved alfalfa and fruit ranch of i acre.
Seeri'tary ftftitnal
.
S
AHK-latlonnnxin to keep n supply of l)oiin's
room cottage; North 12th. near Indian niillilliiftT
phuno 6Uft.
Kidney pills on hand to huve In case
school, F. J.
Meat Central Aveno.
Albuquerque.
and FOR SALE A snap
of need, nnd there Is no time that we are our deli. Inn notirlnlilnf bread
frame house",
hear one complaining of any ,vmp-l- m Ileal I hy jrnwln children. Vmir children
modern, In a Dim, location In Highlands,
of kidney trouble that we do not
all furnished. Price 11,0,10. Dunbar.
I M MA fiA Al!'? FRMCH FCSALE
advise the ime of llonn's Kidney and our bread should be Inseparable. Plenty FOR MALM A fl
room house, also an
of IliiUer Cream II read a ad (nod, tweet but
eight room house, latter furnished or unPills."
Poster-Mlliiur- n
furnished, both modern; olnae In; cheap thl
Co., Huffnlo,
cents.
r.sr. au jr Sen mm Hian
New York, wile agents for tha United ler will are many doctor' 1,111. All of our week; ateo two seeled oarrlag. nearly new.
!
ItVfR jmOWR TO FAIL.
trl s.ii.- inquire sal Kast Central avenue.
bake Muffs
MRS.

Cn

be easily Investigated.
What better proof can be had?
Mrs. Frank Uay, of 316 Paca Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico, nays:

C0PP

and

ras.

Works.

Estate

Chums

tn

ü

ttPILleGt!

ar s) delight t Ihe dainty at all
Iteinember the name I Man
nnd time.
no
Inks
i
other.
Itrxlaler.
Por sale by II dealers. Trice f.O
PIONEER DAKER Y

N. M
K. OTKItO.

Money io Loan

Steamship tickets to and from all
Physician and Surgeon
parts ot the world.
Highland Office. 610 S. Walter atreat.
CO.
WANTED Woman coiilTtTheunlverslty;
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
iiiuiiueniue, xn. M. fnone N. 1080.
good wages and no extra housework.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
R. L. HUST
Addres
T., care Morning Journal, giving
OFFICES.
PRIVATE
Physician and'Surgeon
references.
OPEN EVENINGS.
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armljo Building
ÍVAÑTED ladles dealrlng Millinery at less 80S Ms
Avenue
West
Central
cost
to
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
than
call on Mis Crane, 613 North
Second street.
MilHnery and dressmaking
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE
DUS. SHADRACH & TULL
Parlors; also apprentices wanted.
Practica Limited
WANTED
Uirl for
general
housework;
AdEye, Ear, Noce Throat
good wages.
Mrs. A. B. McOaffey, 1123 FOR SALE Gentle pony and saddle.
dress 623 8. Arno.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa- P coaat
TIJvrfls mad.
dresser,
lines. Office 318
foil SALE SewlnK
West Central av.
lady's bike. Room 3 Grant block. nuurw;
in iz a.m.; i:ao to 6 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND
FOR SAt.K We have some good cows for W. EUGKNK
1'ltOViiNKíí, M. 1).
sale. Alhers Brother.
specialist: Eye, Bar and Throat
l.i 1ST Pocket hook with two keys on ring. FOR SALK Frame cottage, modern and In
Late
assistant to chair of diseases of
Finder please return to Journal office and
good order; located on west side, near
eye, e... and throat in Hospital College
receive reward.
park. Address 123, care Morning Journal.
Medicine,
ff
Louisville, Ky.
Eyes
FOR SAMS Light. 4 spring mountain wag- properly tested for glasses. Rooms 6
on. 1216 West Central avenue.
going to be pretty lively for a week or
8,
N.
and
T.
Armijo
building.
FOR SALE Iron safe. Enquire 110 West
two.
Oold Ave.
Pupils who turn in their old text
HOMKOPATHS.
books are to he allowed a rebate on FOR SALE First class span Missouri
mules.
and 6 year of age, weight 1,160 DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON
the corresponding new book. The
1,260, also wagon and harness; can be
Homeopathic
prices, it is claimed, under the new and
at Hunter' wagon yard, 200 North
Physicians and Surgeons.
depository arrangement made by the seen
.
Over Vann's drug Btors. Fhoae:
school board of the territory will be Broadway.
HALE Bull terrier pups, bred from Office
and residence, (28, Albuhereafter considerably lower and ns FOR
F.
H.
the
in
best
America.
stock
querque, N. M.
near uniform as It is possible to make Casey, Box Pitt
183, Las Cruces, N. M.
them.
FOR SALE One large size sand oven and DR. W. M. SHERIDAN
2d; be quick. 305 S. Sec60 bread pans;
Homeopathic
ond street.
Physician and Surgeoi.
HABITUAL BOOZE FIGHTER
FOR SALE Two cottage and four corner Occidental Life Building, Albuquer-qu- e.
lots, cheup.
New Mexico. Telephont 888.
Klrster's Cigar Factory.
GETS SENT BELOW
FOR SALE Urug sioreTl 3)00 stock; good

House-breaker-

"Diamond Pick" Is under (ho bun.
The news will come as a ilbtinct
blow to a large percentage of the Juvenile population which has hitherto
waded gloriously through
seas of
blood,
proudly sailed the Spanish
Aiui'i with the black ili'tt m the masthead or shot down hordes of cannibals In far Cathay.
The postmaster general has made
a ruling that thereafter "Idamond
l'lck" and a number of similar publications are no longer eligible to pass
through the I'nited States malls as
second class matter. It is said to be
the conviction of the postoffice department that stories of the exploits
F.d-of Old Sleuth and
Penny are not
a t ils and Pan-devi- l
such tales ns should enter the home
and be absorbed by the hungry and
omnivorous mind of the small hoy.
is said, have
The publishers. It
started out to fight the ruling tooth
and nail and have asked for ft temporary injunction ugalnst tho postmaster general.
"The periodicals haven't nrrlved for
some time now," said o local stationer
last night, "und there seems to be
some doubt as to when they will resume. In conseqtience there has been
more or less of a roar from the small

ramie.

A

WANTED Piano, housetlpld
ffaoda, etc,
stored safely at reasonable rata. Phone
540.
The Secur.'y Warehouse A Improvement Co. Office In the Grant Block, Third,
'
street ar.d Central avenue.

Personal Property Loans

un-d,-

house-builder-

1.

I

STORAGE

Havoy hotel.
WANTED Three 111 hoy at the Alvaradu On Furnitura, Pianos, Organs, Horset,
ATTORNEYS,
Hotel.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
WANTED
Man or woman
fur general Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as R. W. D. BRYAN
,
work t Hotel Navajo.
flow as Í10.00 and au high as $150.00.
Attorney at Iitw.
A
boy
WANTED
Mexican
or othr help to Loans are quickly made and strictly Office. In First National Bank Building
work In kitchen.
Apply at Santa V
private. Time: One month to one Albuquerque, New Mexico.
huapttat.
year given. Goods to remain In your"
WAÑ'lTsZeStokers at the gas plant Apply possession. '
PHYSICIANS ANT SIJKGEONM.
Our rates are reasonable.
at the Om Ptunt.
Call and see us before borrowing. DR. S. L. BURTON

Entire New Set of School Pub- lications to Be Purchased by
the Young Idea for the Com-- - Tatnioai-Trinity
Culled Copper
ing Term,
t'lah Consolidated

i

a--

Central avenue.
Flrt dam waiter. Santa Fe
restaurant, under Savoy hotel,
Ñ
V? A TED
t'i irter, Santa Fe restaurant,

lllaik Mountain
llutie Coalition ..

Youthful Devourer of Blood and
dealers have laid In unusually large
Thunder Literature Strictly supplies of school hooks, necessitated
by the chantre made In text books hy
Up Against
to the territorial board of education In

r

I

.:

With the Ápenlng of the public
schools
some two weeks away the
sale of school Itooks. of slates and pencils and tablets and pens, nnd what
not, has begun
In
earnest.
Local

seniles Dentil While Alio Alight I'roiu .Moving
i

102

i

Lion. Store,

Mining
Ithode Island
Santa Fe Copper
Shannon
Superior and Pittsburg

iiooTr.its

SoiillivtcMci-i-

with bicycle.

Qulni--

w

s

n.

on

A Buy

I'arrott Mining

A

s,

-i

I

e

"DIAMOND DICK"

CARS DRAG WOMAN;
INJURIES ARE SERIOUS

I

"The
Albuquerque Kastern will
never come through Tijeras conyon,"
wa.s the rather Interesting statement
made to the Morning Journal last night
by a surveyor who Is supposed to
know something about the railroad
situation. "The logical way for the
new line' to come into this citv Is
around the north end of the Sandia
mountains, thus giving a quick and
easy outlet from the Hagan coal
mines Into Albuquerque.
The construction of the-linthrough the canyon, where It crosses the creek thirteen times Is too expensive. It Is a
case of cut and fill all the way
through. When the line Is built
as
It is bound to be mark my word, it
will come the other way."
IitKiM'ctlon Parly Fails to Arrive.
The eastern capitalists
who are
making a tour over the Santa Fe Central and Albuquerque Kastern roads,
nnd who were expected to arrive here
from the north last night, failed to
reach this city up to a late hour last
night.
Oeorge L,. Brooks, president of thu
Commercial club, received wdVd yesterday that the party would probably
not reach Albuquerque until Wednesday or Thursday night. Nevertheless
a number of members of that body
met trains Nos. 1 and 7, but refused to
wait for No. 9, which reached here after 4 o'clock.
In the party, which Is being chaperoned by General Francis ,1. Torrance, are the following prominent
capitalists:
James Arnot and John Hunter, of
Pittsburg, Interested in railroad enterprises: W. U Taylor of Indianapolis),
Ind., formerly attorney general of that
state, also a capitalist; Walter Lyon,
of Pittsburg, formerly lieutenant governor of Pennsylvania; T. F. Puck
and K. P. Heislev, capitalists of Pittsburg; W. A. Stone, of Uniontown,
Pennsylvania; Robert Law. a railroad
promoter and capitalist, now of Denver, Col., formerly of Pittsburg,
and
Mr. Obernaur, also of Pittsburg," Pa.
Others with the party are: General
Manager S. B. Crimshaw, of the Santa
I'V-- Central railway; General Manager
W. S. Hopewell, of the New Mexico
Fuel and IiMn company; Attorney
Charles F. Kasley, Professor Charles
R. Keyes, of Socorro, mining expert;
Frank Plbert, assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Central railway; J.
I!. Farwell
of Albuquerque, former
chief etigineerjof the road; John Fielding:, Jr., clerk In the ofdee of the
road, and Scott Pihert, son of Frank
Plbert.

j

MIOl Id) tut WITH TK.VM
"If ns many as eighteen people
Friday
make the trip to Trinidad
night," said Manager Mafson last
night, "we can have a special Pullman
car. The rate is only $16 for the?
round trip and no one who likes to
see a game of liase ball and is n booster for Albuquerque should fall, to
make the trip, it will be woith much
more than JIG of any man's coin v
see the Hrow ns wallop Trinidad."
It Is to he Imped that tint only
eighteen, but twice that nilliibe.- - will
go up to see the games.

Ninlul r'nrrrepandenrw Morning Journal.
I'oitl. uní. ore., Aug. IS. Increasing tin- - acreage of Ihe national forests,
Inore familiarly known as the forest

reserves, ;m w , II as adding to the
Is claimed by
ber of f,.r, st
e
the friends of the Itoosevelt
to u large
tr.itloii to be
extent for the absence of forest fires
in this slate.
others contend that we have had
more rain than
and still some
. say
of the
that there have
been "iiiiimeis In the past When Hie
fore t fire was unknown.
c that as it may, citizens of Purl-- 1
'i n,l have not forgotten the remark of
Henry Want Iteechcr. when Intervened by a reporter ns to the coun-- 1
y and lis scenery, paid; "I might as
will lone been In a mail sack for all
I saw," and l hi re have
been many
no
dining August when the
smoke from the innumerable forest
fins bid the scenery and almost ob-iin-the sk.
The inerea.ed value of timber Is
hiving mm Ii to do with Hie cure the
fore-t.ire receiving, and the private
hol.Pis an- gu, tiding their great store
w,
tilth even more zealously than
of
the "oiverntnent.
The advance In Ihe values of limber dm tug (he last three yearn In so
tumi a to be almost unbelievI'll
able. 'I lure are three hundred
lions of feet of m. Hiding timber In
Oregon alone, and counting tte
at only j:, per thousand feet,
and lii mai y kinds of lumber it has
been five limes that, the Increased
value would be n billion and a half
dollar, or a hundred million more
than tin- - capitalization of the Culled
M ilep steel mi. I Standard oil compii-llie- i
, omblne.',
J. iiin-J. Hill recently made Ihe
st itetiieiit that one in re of Oregon
timber was worth n much to a railroad from a transportation standpoint
.
r,
ares of w heat, or a he graph-lall- v
put it, "one harvest from your
well Umbel, are gives the transportation company n much freight n the
name area in wheat would supply in a
hundred and sixty years."
The sciireity of timber throughout
the Pulled fílate anil Kurope Is probw hy skilled tlm-Ij.ably the i hi, f
in. n from nil oarls of the world
are gnthcrlr.g In lh I'm Hie north-nex- t,
ll Is not i, minimi io meet men
who hne made their millions out of
the development of Ihe timber
of T, x ,s, l.ouMana an I Ml.
rlsdppl. Joining MI, (hose from Mich-IgaMinnesota nnri Wlwonsln In
flintier holding here, and IhV
millions that have been transferred
from the older elates t,f the north,
have bad
wet III Pitch pun liase

or

.

M. 1!.

r

of

.

Major Meyers Takes a Long Torrance and Party Fail to ArLook Ahead and Gets Races
rive and; Are Supposed to be
for Next Year's Fair Back
Loth to Leave Scenery About
From the Woods,
Hagan, "

PICTURE OF

rind while we an- glad to nee Califorwith which
nia get appropriations
Kradii.illy
to put things In proper
shape, (he I hi owing out of Work of
from ten to twenty thousand men on
the Atlantic coast would raise such a
storm ,f. protest from Atlantic coast
si, lies that California and the entire
Pacific coast would stand a poor show
any
bilis
appropriation
to get

at Bexmek'

Fourth street.

WANTED

dairy,

e

ii

Male

'

.

browns

N.

Milker

0 W.

new-come- r.

-i

WANTED

HELP
WANTED

WANTED

Washington, Aug. 2. An astnnlsh-iiistnrin of protest ítRniiixt the transfer of Hie Atlantic battliship ami
crulsi-s to the Pacific has
the navy tli pai tiucnt from all the
eaIcrn slates. The fight against the
move
started by the lahor unions,
many o
whose
members will he
thrown out of work If the ships u
sent to the other side of the continent
to a
Tiie fiKht has been carried
point where senators anil representatives in congress lire writinK letters
of remofistr nice, and rnaklnK threats
of retaliation If something Is not done
to prevent what they call a stupendous Mnndi r.
It is frankly admitted that the effort to keep the fit et on the Atlantic
hy selfish
motives
coast is
and ii in h. half of ihe labor oiK.tnl.a-tioii.which will he affected.
The movement is al.so in behalf of
those whose hiislncH prosieiity depends on the sale of supplies and material to the fleet where It is at present.
The specific declaration Is made in
many of these comiuunii atioiis that at
least L'll.niiil men will become Idle and
want if the fleet oes
possibly
ncisco. These men will be
to San
thrown out of employment because of
the
I me
of the most emphatic letters
received at the navy department FINE
comes from Senator Hale of Maine,
chairman of the committee on naval
affairs. He sas such action will he
construed by Japan as a threat of
war and that that country would he
Justified in takitm a course which
would offset the presence of the
American ships on the J'acific.
A naval officer expressed the opinat the fleet will not K" at all.
ion
Said this officer ;"('alifornia needs a
ure it ileal of money for navy ards.
dry docks and fortifications, and she
could not do anything more impolitic
than to Insist on the voyage of the
fleet to Ihe Pacific const. I do not THE PRIDE OF M'INTOSH
doubt that people out there would be
Klad to welcome the fleet, but they
LOOKING PLEASANT
have not facilities to take care of it.
1
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JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

EilllE

WILL

SPECTACULAR
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.States.

MOKN'IMO

JOt

KNAI. WANT

401

. SOI HO. FIKST ST. ,

tkrlx.i, OuitKiilflwl

or

M,n--v

KofliHAM.

t

Srvl4

FOR HALE A rive room brick house, fur
foil W u--r fan. Will
IInhimIiiS UIn w,
wlwitr.ll.vwl mn,h,re.
u
itts.Uk 4mm eel
nished, on South Broanway; modern; wUh
tn.tR ppHti jwttr rni him
v
table, ptilokkn house and yard. Thl plaa
UHlTt O uroicsi CO.. sea T4. Ueeaerce. Ps
ha three lote;
nine ehaiie trese. Tries,
t'4.n,a. Inquire DUNBAR, oumer U0I1I
.
avena and 'third aireeb
U 5oM In Albuqutiqut b) tht I. H. Q RtHty Co.

MORNING JOURNAL,! WEDNESDAY, AUG.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

iTHEWM.FARR COMPANY,

iina0T we Outlaws

Wholesale and Retail

Richelieu
is Coming to the Fair Grocery
Store

FIVE

HUNDRED

FOR

ANYONE WHO WILL

SUBDUE FAMOUS

STEAMBOAT
MANAGER HUBBS SECURES
NUMEROUS ATTRACTIONS

Fair Official Bundled Into the
Patrol Wagon at "Fighting
the Flames" Which
Come Here,
"Steamboat," the savage outlaw
bronco owned by Charles and Frank
Irwin, of Wyoming, will come to the
twenty-seveiu- h

New

Mexico

fair

to

challenge the pick of the bronco
busters of the southwest to subdue his
proud and somewhat ferocious spirit.
Manager Jay A. Hubbs, of the fair
association, returned yesterday after
an extended trip tfcrough Colorado
and Wyoming In the Interest, of the
fair. He Interviewed the Irwin boys,
who are among the best known cowboys In the west, and who have frequently held the championship of the
west. Frank Irwin did stunts at the
fair here some years ago and took
away a bunch of prizes. He will be
remembered by Albuquerque people.
Manager Hubbs met the Irwlns at
Cheyenne, Wyo.
were
practically
"Arrangements
consummated to have the Irwlns bring
down
to
their famous outlaw
the fair
along with a lot of other northern
bronoos and riders," said Manager
Hubbs last night. "The Irwlns offer
fire hundred dollars to any one who
will successfully ride 'Steamboat.' The
equlrie
horse has the most dare-dev- il
reputation in the west and there will
sport
likely be some exciting
at Traction park when the cowpunchers
tackle the animal."
made arrangements
Mr.' Hubbs
with a large number of- concession
men to come to the fair. There will
be no regular carnival company, according to present platis, but there
will be. enough street shows and concessions to make a carnival bigger
than any one now on the roud.
Among the absolutely new
features
will be a box bowiing alloy and a,
"Chinese Ping Pong game." which Is
said to have made a big hit wherever
it has been seen.
"I believe we have the pick of the
best concession men and attractions in
ttle.' business."' said Mr. Hubbs.
.

.

'

.

.

FAIR OFFICIAL. HAS
TASTK OF TIIR r.RAMSTIC
Probably the best attraction secured
by Mr. Hubbs was "Fighting
the
Flames," a most startlingly realistic
representation of a city street, wi n a
number of exulting episodes following
each other in fast and furious succession, and to cap the climax a grand
fire fighting scene in which a complete city fire department from hook
and ladder to steamer engages In a
y
buildfierce battle with r
ing, which Is blazing from every window. Mr. Hubbs and a party of
friends were watching with breathless
interest the muneuvers of the fire
brigade about the blazing struct'tre.
Victims were being gathered Into patrol wagons and rushed with a terrific
clanging of bells off to an Imaginary
hospital. As the Albuquenyie man
and his friends were watching a big
down
wagon which came charging
und stopped in front of them they
were surprised, to say the least to be
seized suddenly by the back of the
neck and whatever other part of the
anatomy was handiest and bundled
into
unceremoniously
the wagon.
While the rest of the spectators
shouted with laughter, the New Mexico men were carried ruthlessly clear
off the grounds and around the other
Fide of tho block, where, amid much
laughter, they were allowed to get
four-stor-

,

out.

,

'

Fighting the Flames" Is a huge
production which will be the most
spectacular of Its kind ever brought
here. It is In charge of Oeorge W.
Forter, who exhibited it at Chicago
and Coney Island, where it was visited by thousands of people.,
"The queer thing about It," said
Mr. Hubbs. "It is so realistic that you
The
go to see It again and again,"
.show displays a crowded city street
with clanging trolley cars and a Jam
of traffic; pedestrians are run over
and killed, criminals are arrested,
shooting affrays and street fights tuke
r.a.ce and the big conflagra Ion winds
up the show. It takes nearly 200 people to produce It. Men are held up
and robbed In full view of the audience, and preceding the big fire a negro Is captured by a mob which attempts to burn him at the stake, thus
starting the fire.

lilt; STRINGS OF
,

s

11ACF.

IIORSF.S

AJtF.

Kelly Phillips and was 3 minutes and
13 seconds.
Oreen 3teeley, who traveled with
Buffalo Bill's wild wesi bhow for two
years, failed to eaten nls steer.
'Macho, the
Mexican
boy, successfully "busted" Pinto, a.
horse widely known In the southwst.
John Mapes was making an excellent
atttempt at subduing the bad tem
per of another bad horse, when, seeing, some very pretty girls In
the
grand stand he allowed his attention
to leave the heaving horse for a mo
ment and was heavily thrown. There
is no doubting Mapes ability as
a
rider, but the two, riding and looking
at pretty girls, do not go well
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Telephone

HAND

Shelf

DRUGGIST

t'ii

West

Central

Avenue

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants
a

are now open for business and only new goods

i

peep

at you from

TAS VEOA8

Gro-

F. F. TROTTER,

H.

W.

Mgr.

IV.

WOODMEN

MODERN

CAREFULLY

your patronage.

DECLARE THE RAILROADS

JUVENILE

ORGANIZE

ARE DISCRIMINATING

An-

Seventy-fiv-

e

Territory,

The members of the Grand Army of
the Republic living In New Mexico
Through the medium of the Mornhave been considerably disappointed ing Journal, by a little Judicious adof this
by the failure of the Santa Fe to an- vertising, Mr. Charles Palmer, are
becity, has discovered that there
nounce a low rate from territorial tween 50 and 75 members of the Modpoints to the nntronai encampment In ern Woodmen of America in AlbuSaratoga.
Department Comamndcr querque. There Is no lodge of the
in New
McDonald has issued the following order here, and, in fact, none
Mexico. It is the object of Mr. Palgeneral orders:
mer and his associates to have a jurisDepartment of
Headquarters
Grand Army of the Kepub-li- diction of New Mexico established.
'Attempts have been made to orGeneral Orders No. 2. Albuganize the Modern Woodmen here bequerque, N. M., Aug. 19, 1097.
fore," said Mr. Palmer yesterday, "but
in GenAs heretofore announced
a large
eral Orders from national headquar- there, has never beenof suchorganizathe
of members
ters the forty-firnational encamp number
now.
After
ment will
assemble In Saratoga j tion In Albuquerque asbeen
published
Springs, N. Y for the week beginning iny advertisementI had thirty-threane
Monday, September 9, 1907. Com- but a short time had
rades, I have been waiting to learn swers and find that75 altogether Inthere
the
Woodmen
what rates the Santa Fe Kailroad com- are approximately
pany would make to Saratoga and re- citv. This is a splendid nucleus, and
established in
turn from points In New Mexico. At a jurisdiction should be Arizona,
Calithis date no rate hns been announced. New Mexico. Colorado,
I am authorized to give you the fare fornia and Texas all have jurisdictions
ño
Mexwhy
New
reason
there is
for the round trip from Denver, Colo., and
to Saratoga and return, $54.60; from ico should not.
a
business
and
will
social
be
There
K I'aso, Texas, we have no official
meeting of the Woodmen In this city
information, but It Is reliably stated Wednesday
at 8 o'clock at
that the fare will be about J62. I be- the residenceevening
of Mr. Palmer, ut 715
lieve the fare for the round trip from
At this meeting
Albuquerque and other points in New South Arnobe street. toward
the estabtaken
Mexico will be about the same as from steps will
of a territorial lodge and all
El Paso, Texas. These rates are ex- lishment
particularly
are
order
members of the
cessive and It puzzles the Grand Army urged
to attend.
of the Republic why they should be
selected by the railroads for this
fine
HoroHKOs
ami ;kuoiios
shabby treatment.
It Is only necesM'NDAY AFTKKNOON, Al
sary to cite one Instance out of many I'l.AV
KOOTKK AMI
lift.
O'CLOCK.
(.1ST
AT
to show how unjust and discriminat- ItOOMTKKN
ATTKNO.
HINV AMI
ing they are In this matter of rates. ADMISSION 50KTCENT.
The Elks have Just had a rate of $45
from Denver, Colo., to Philadelphia
and return, ten dollars lower than the
G. A. R. rate from Denver, Colo., to
Saratoga and return as shown above.
This unreasonable and as yet unexplained action on the part of the railroads will cause thousands of the G.
A. R. and their friends west of the
Mississippi river to remain at home,
and from a business standpoint I fail
to see where the railroads are to be
benefited.
Comrades, had we allowed this
gri'at nation to perish, these wonderful railroads would not be In evidence,
Can some wh'üc it is
and the rate manipulator would not
be In his present lucrative position.
cheap
and other fruit
Yet, Comrades. If you have the price
go to the encampment and when
is scarce.
inarching down the avenue at Saratoga, touching shoulders once again
In quantities, per lb.,
with your comrades of the sixties, remember that no citizen, however rich,
only
could purchase a place In your ranks.
The great watering place has never
before seen such a gathering of aris
tocracy and cannot reasonably expect
to ever have the honor of entertaining
the. national encampment again. Saratoga will give yon a loyal welcome
and a royal good time.
Headquarters for the department of
New Mexico Grand Army of the Re
public at Saratoga will be announced
later.
The Monarch Grocery Co,,
By order of W. W. M'DO.VALD.
Department Commander.
J. O. CALDVVKLD,
A. A. O. and (J. M. General.
307 W. Central Ave.

Improved pattern Skirt Hanger, the
thing out to hang a skirt on, each
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FAMILY MEAT CLEAVERS.

Biakt--

uf

machín.
rn!a earn)

Trim 1
puatpald.
HllwhM,

fl.M

$7.50

arfa, postpaid.

crln

papar In eulra of
W carry
purpla, black and blus, and In (lis following brands:
Ooaaamar, Thin, Hard, Non Rmut.
3 H
par bos
Profesional. Medium, Hard, Non-Si- n
nt, par box
fS M
CVmimarrlal, Medium Soft Finían.
W
par bus
Dragon, Medium Hard,
II M
lllif. por bnt
TIIKHK rill ICS) ARK AM. roSTPAIII.
Hrnd

ua ' a trial order and wa will U
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HAND

HOUSTON COMPANY

05 WKMT IKNTIIAI. AVK.

o

BRUSHES.

.

Ilightly finished varnished beechwood, golld
back, oval shape, 2
Inches, noft white
I&c
bristles, finely made, each...

ounce table

David's Pure O urn Mucilage, 2 ounce con
bottles, extra heavy, will neither sour nor
&c
mould, the bottle with brush

Tumblers,

8

1-

-2

size, slightly tapering shape,

and good clear glass. They
are the regular 5 cent goods.
Special price for this week, 2
5c

for

TABLE OIL CLOTH.
First quality

Oil Cloth. 46 Inches wldff, In
plain White, Marble and Fancy Colors, the
20e
yard

HANDY KNOBS.
Fancy turned Hlüfk F.nameled Knob, with
nut and washers, fórTea or Coffee Pot, 2
for . . . ,

MUCILAGE.

CLOTHES

BONE COLLAR BUTTONS.
Warranted one piece none Collar nations,
Sc
one doy.cn on card, the card.

BOATRIGHT,
Ias.tr.

iwl

Phone
1013.

(".ft

COME ON BOYS, THEY ARE FREE

PAIR OF PATENTED

STILTS

MERWILL BE GIVEN ABSOLUTELY FREE WITH BOYS'
SALES
SAVE
OUR
CHANDISE AMOUNTING TO $10.00.
TICKETS AND WHEN YOU HAVE TEN DOLLARS' WORTH
OF TICKETS, A PAIR WILL BE GIVEN TO YOU.

NEW SUITS FOR BOYS ARE ARRIVING

DAILY,

$3.50

to

$6.50.

E. L. VJASIIBURN COMPANY
l22;South Second

:

119

PINS.

Two and a half dozen first quality hard
wood clothes pins in carton, the carlon..W

WE WANT TO SELL YOUR PARENTS THE SUIT, SHOES,
SCHOOL
FOR
HAT, WAISTS, SHIRTS AND UNDERWEAR
WHICH BEGINS SEPTEMBER 3.

t

WHIPS.

Regular Rize, good tough stock, double linen
sewed, wire bound, hard handle, plush cap,
15c
each

0

o

Inch,

...7c

can buy them for this week is
just half what you will have to
pay for them at any other time.
It simply represents a special
effort on our part to boom our
business, and at the same time
is a Saving to those who take
advantage of it. This Snap
consists of four styles of Glass

til

s

17

WHISK BROOMS.'

pr doo,

Carbon Paper.

....

7x2

inches, 6 inch polished wood handle, with
nickeled ferrule, eye for hanging. A very
l.V
handy thing for any kitchen, each

Car-tur- '!

(urant!

15c

Consists of one large heavy tinned Hasting
Spoon, polished steel blade Cake Turner,
and pollnhed! tinned steel Meat Fork," per
,
.
l.V'
set

A
TYPEWRITER

best

klTCHEN SETS.

GOOD PROGRAM FOR
COMlXfi YOUNG PEOPLE'S CONCERT

Don't

Straight cloth lined Buggy Whip, loop top,
high finish, six feet long, each
lUc

vantage of, as the price you

Onivanized Wire Sink Strainers, with feet,
tin bound topa, triangle shape, each
l.V

o

them.

handkerchief,

BUGGY

Albuquerque should take

WIRE SINK STRAINERS.

RHUBARB

nl

White hemstitched

get a chance at very often, it is
one that every housekeeper in

WIRE SKIRT HANGERS.

D.

on

good quality linen finish Lawn, each,

This is a Snap that you do not

Oray Enameled on heavy steel base, 13', 4
Inches In diameter, hole on edge for hang'.
ing, each
I."c

rollshed and tempered steel blade,

are most certain of

we

,

WEEK ONLY

ENAMELED WASH BASIN.

st

SSecondll

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS

SIZE PAPER AND

Bright steel wire nails, assorted plain and
barbed, from the smallest up to 2
Inch, 9
Sc.
ounces In neat tin box,, the box

c,

that

Hlsjtftm i31

New-Mexic-

Manaper Hubbs secured some fine
strings of runners and trotters at F.vent Bt First Congrega l ion a I Church
Overland park and elsewhere for the
on Wednesday Fvcnlng KxiM'ctcrf to
fair rating program, and accomplish-InProve Delightful Fntcrtalnmcnt.
ed a lot of other things In the
terest of the fair.
A most delightful program has been
IMI'OIITAXT MKKTIXG OF
arranged for the "Young People's
ASSOCIATION TOXHJ1IT Concert" to he held at the First
church Thursday evening.
A meeting of the officers, executive
committee and advisory board of the August 22. The following U the protiir Is called for tonight In fair head- gram:
quarters. Manager Hubbs will make 1. organ Solo (a) Swedish Wedding
Loderman
March
his report and a lot fit other Impor(b) Songs In the Night
tant business will be attended to.
E. H. Lorenae
'
Mr. Herbert Howlson.
CLAY M'GONIGAL DOES
2. Reading Selection from
John J. Suxe
,,,;
SOME ROPING STUNTS
Mr. Oould.
Hon- Duet Rhapsodic,
3. Piano
Fran Llsit
grlose (No. 2)
Mrs. Hughes, Miss Hall.
Famous CouIhv Urea Us TlirH Moer
of the Rose
Record at Cowlsiy Park In Kl l'uo 4. Vocal Solo Message
William 11. Oardner
OmmI Work.
Others
Miss Palmer.
Ii Trio
,
Mrs. Hughes, Mr. Schlmnko,
Six hundred peopl nt Ciwboy Park
Mr. Kerster.
yesterday saw some very lino wock In
the way of steer roping, bronco bust 6 Violin Solo Fourth Ali Vnrle ..
Dancln
,
log and steer riding. Clay McGonigal
gave an exhibition, ropln t and tying
John Abbott.
HunUlngcr.
Miss
three steers, two of them In almost
'ricord time, considsr'ng that the anl o Ti lo Queen of the Flowers . . .
, E. A. Zan Alstyno
young
heavy
and
and
extra
were
rusls
Mis. Klemmlng. Misses I mu
jifi1" nivy. the r.l Paso Times,
and Vera Flemniing.
... MiGolllgal bloke tin' threo-stu'record, roping í iiiul is lug tl" hre
f snarr laaua f Mm Murólo
)mj4 li)iiii, In
minute , 18 hccoihIh,
f.trrt
sur on.
This" record wan formerly held by Journal atonal ta luir

It is when you Compare Values

,

205

Í

and fifteen cent counters have hundreds of handy and useful articles

Our fine, ten

Assorted, very handsomely embossed and
illumlnnted boxes, with Rood quality woven
IRer and envelopes of high finish, tied
with silk cord, the box
...10(!
'
FAMILY NAIL BOX.

Members of
Order Discovered in AlbuNo Jurisdiction In
querque

Over

W. Central Ave.

117

Notions, Etc. You may search the town as

EXTRA SPECIAL FOR THIS

Puz-

nouncing New Mexico Rates
to the Grand Encampment.

rir

...
"Z"
RACK
BLUE FRONT.

you will not find values to equal these.

fail to look them over.

j

WILLIAMS DRUG CO

FILLED.

FOX, Secretary and Manager.

Gold

close as you wish

POULTRY NETTING,

BECAUSE THE BEST.

We offer this week, Bargains in Small Wares, Kitchen and Housefurnishing

II

Cornet-Clarlnet-Pla-

H0$E.

GARDEN

Whenever you want your Prcwcrlptloiu! filled promptly and accurately o
If you want DRUGS and MEDICINES sent up to your bouse In a iurr.

Tbe Busiest Drug Store Between Denver and Lm Angele

MAIL ORDERS

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,

CeJl Up Telephone 789

J. H. O'RIELLY COM PAN V

carry the finest
stock of staple and fancy
groceries in the Southwest, and the Richelieu
Brand can not be

Eiiamelware,

Cutlery,

THE MOST POPULAR

.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

We

A

Hardware,

all direc-

tions in the Richelieu
cery Store.

Between R. R. and Copper Ares.

and 117 North First Street

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters

Bpeolulty.

A TiRTJQTTF.R QVJS

fir MPM EE!

in

LAWN MOWERS,
REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

Wool, Hide) and PoltiT

We

n

115

THE PRESCRIPTION

AVE.

OPEN FOR BUSINESS

HOI ROAST 10

Department Commander
zled at Action in Not

r .u
i

B, RUPPE
203

Mr. Mapes and Renel Frausto rode
bucking, heaving, humping longhorns.
Roping and tying records:
McGonigal roped three steers In 31
seconds:
6. seconds, and one minute.
19 seconds,
respectively. His rope
broke on the third steer.
Mapes
roped and tied In one
John
minute, 30 seconds.
Alma Greenwood roped and tied in
one minute, 10 seconds.
Green Steeley failed to catch his
steer.

VEIEK

WEST 6QLD

DEALER IN ÍKKHH AND 8 ALT MEATS
Sanaa
a Bucoialtr
For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Market Prices Is Pstrt.

"21,1907. r

West Gold
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

bruins Journal
Journal Publishing Co.
M

...President

ACT'HKRSON

Bl'RKB
.

,

MENINO

ITS P. KELLY

RiU..r.
Oily Editor.
Buelneee Manager.

tered at second class matter at the
Tice at Albuquerque. . it., under act

ongreaa.of

March 3. 1ST4.

JOIRNAI, 19 THE
MORNING
I)INO RKPl Bl 10AN PAPER OF NKW
XICO. Ml'POKTIMI TIIK PRINt IPI.K
dK

THE RKPlblK AN PARTT A I.I. THE
MR, AND THE METHODS OF THE
If AN PABTt WHEN THEV ARE
BE-M- l.

CUT.

Larger circula tlua than any other paper la
Meitre. Toe only paper la New Mellen
od ecrerjr day In lb year.

fa

"The Moraine Journal haa a higher
ratine than la accorded to a a? other
other dall la
Newspaper
rlrcu-itio- a

a per la Albuquerque or any
w Mexico." The Anierlcsa

""TERMS OF ftlBHt RIPTION.
Dally, hjr mall, ran year, In advance.
Dally, by carrier, one month
Ddlly. by mail, one month
JU.BI QVF.HQrE

- -

NEW

,

15 00
SO

MEXICO

UHHT THK HATE LAW.
Secretary Taft's abie address at Columbus, Ohio, which was printed In
full in the Morning Journal of yesterday, I devoted very largely to a
clear and highly Interesting statement
of the attitude of the government, or
rather the present administration nnd
likely the next administration, also,
toward the moni desirable end of securing for the jiublle a square deal.
He upholds the measure commonly
known as the "Hate Hill," and contends that this Is the only one of the
several laws upon this subject which
have been passed by congress, by
which, through Its enforcement, the
desired end can be reached.
sltion, Secretary Taft
In that
takes direct Issue with Senator Fora-kewho contended just as earnestly
In a recent address, that the rate bill
was unwise, unnecessary atid unconstitutional unwise because experience
has shown that rate making Is so difficult that only experts can perform the
work satisfactorily, unnecessary, because all of its valid provisions had
already been Incorporated In the
law, and unconstitutional because
congress therein undertook to confer
upon the interstate commerce com
mission powers which congress Itself
did not possess, but which inhere In
branches of the government The first of Mr. Foraker's objection. Air. Taft discusses very briefly, the second be merely notices, and
can hardly be said to discuss It at all.
while to the third he devotes. cllre'J'
or Indirectly, the principal port)Ai nf
his address, and assuming t',..f.tte law
M be constitutional, tU níáVining will
hardly faij to convince the avernfie
reader that the rate law, or some other measure along the same line, was
nd Is necessary, and therefore not
unwise but whether practicable and
constitutional are points that remain
to be determined, the one by experience, and the other by the supreme
court.
The rate bill had for Its object the
definite fixing of rates, by a standard
that should be uniform and not
changeable without due notice. To
the uninitiated that probably looks
like one of the simplest things in the
world, but it is. In reality, one of the
most difficult and Intricate matters
railway business.
connected wlth-th- e
One case out of tens of thousands is
all that Is necessary to Illustrate this
fact: Suppose a grain man In Albuquerque wants to ship a ton of hay to
man at the
Uallup, and a Jewelry
ame time wants to send a package of
bin goods worth more money, but
small enough to he carried In your
vent pocket; are you going to charge
both customers the same rate per Ion?
That' an extreme case, of course, but
it explains why a classification or rate
sheet, that will deal fairly with everybody Is such a difficult thing to
and tit the same time make II
o familiar to the public that shippers
will not be put to great Inconvenience.
What shippers complain of most. Just
now, is to find out what the rate to
anywhere really Is. since the Interstate
has taken
commerce commission
charge of the matter. It founds like
m very simple thing to say that the
rate can be learned from the ratebook, but this Is so far from being
true that the Inability to learn the
true rate is one of the shipper' greatest grievances. In fact, a meeting was
held In Xew York last week to
of
this among other trouble
traders. As the call reads upon this
head, "There should b at least some
one place to which a shipper can go
to get a rate on which he ran rely.
As it Is, there is none, not even the
commission, who can always give us
a clear statement of rates In effect,
and especially without great delay."
Of course til is should not be no, but
to make It different It Is a difficult
problem Indeed. If the new railway
it was to
luw was to do anything,
sweep away all obscurities about tariffs. They were to be so simple that
anybody who could use a telephone
directory would be able to teli what
lb rate was from anywhere to anywhere. There were to be no more
discoveries of combinations of rates
which would give one man an advantage denied to another. The railways
were to tie relieved of the old burden
itt their rate staffs, and no shipper
tald
would need to employ
ent to tell him what the published
rates meant.
This reform Is slow In coming. It Is
a particularly small Installment t
have the commission Itself formally
rul, Jiat the law "Impracticable" In
del if lis. It ts not possible to have
J!
ha rat cherts "posted" at every sta
tion, "The difficulties which would
r.

e,

Con-ald-

high-price-

1

be met with In an effort o U do are
recognized and appreciated, and the
propriety of some modification of the
requirements of the law la appreciated. Such modification, however, must
not be so radical or sweeping as to
Accordingamount to nullification."
ly, It will suffice if the rate booka are
kept on the premises of the principal
stations, accessible to Inquirers directed to them from other stations, where
it will suffice to post partial coplea.
There were those who saw this from
the beginning. They knew that the
rates numbered millions, and that inmaze
evitable alterations made a
through which only the expert could
possibly find their way. They knew
that it had always been o, not only In
this country, but abroad. They knew
that It was Just aa true under government ownership as under private ownership. They knew It "was the nature of the beast," Just as much as
hoofs or hide, and they awaited the
working of the marvel. The result is
that the commission dispenses the railways from the statute. Rates will until further action be posted not according to the statute, but according
to the commissioner's order. This Is
not nullification it Is only making
the statute workable, and before the
process is over the statute will look
like an
rate sheet.
The same question Is pending before
the New York state public service
commission, and the New York railways harve applied for a dispensation
from the state law corresponding to
that granted under the federal luw. In
neither case Is there any disposition
to dispute the law nor to dissent from
the principle proposed. The point is
that the state and federal law alike
prescribe! Impossibilities in a. direction
toward which movement would be
mude gladly.
The meaning of all this is that the
matter of making a rate sheet that
will give everybody a square deal, and
which congressmen and other government officers thought was such a verj
simple process, has been shown by experience to be a very complicated
problem. And Secretary Tuft, in his
Columbus speech, shows thai he has
learned that fact,, but is not able yet
to screw his courage quite up to the
point of admitting It.

TEMPI'S ITU IT.

That's Ijuln, and when translated
Albuquerque English, It means
that the Territorial Fair, which is the
biggest thing in the southwest, will be
along in a few weeks, and If, like
every other loyal Albuquerquean, you
expect to get your premises cleaned
up and put In company condition
the company comes, you want to
get a move on yourself.
Orders have already been issued to
the owners of vacant lots to have the
weeds cut and carted off. Hut the
"ciairin' up, and clalrln' out" should
not stop with that.
Weeds are not
altogether bad: a good lusty crop,
such as we are able to show In a good
many parts of the town, bear testimony to the virtue of our Albuquerque soil, and present an oceular demonstration of lis ability to product in
great abundance, without irrigation or
The trash
the Campbell system.
which the weeds very frequently
cover up. should go, too. Tin cans,
scraps of broken crockery and sec-- 1
lions of stove pipe on the retired list,
are more unsightly than weeds, and
don't testify to anything creditable, on
the part of the soil or the owner of it.
So wCen the weeds are cut let the tin
cans be harvested also.
And fully as Important as this Is a
cleaning up and repairing of the
streets In various parts of the town
but to do this it is necessary for the
city council to let the street comnils-sinne- r
have a little more help. He
does remarkably well with the limited
force at Ills command, but he needs a
good deal more assistance during the
next few weeks. In order to put the
streets and alleys in condition to receive company. In the early days of
the territorial fair anything would go.
but we have to remember that New
Mexico is progressing, and many of
the i pie who will visit the fair this
year will come from towns which are
regularly kept as neat as a pin, and if
they find the metropolis slovenly and
dirty, and the streets full of holes, es- peclally during fair week, when a
tow n is cxpec ted to weur Its Very best.
they will be very likely to criticize us
w hen they go home, In a manner that
h ill not do us proud.
And even worse than any of these
things Is the failure of property owners, especially In the central portions
of the town, to build sidewalks which
were ordered months, or possibly
years ago. The city authorities should
see to this without delay. Where a
poor man. living-ithe outskirts, neglects to build because he is In "hard
luck," and can't raise the money,
everybody will approve of patience and
forbearance on the part of the city;
but In cases of property on the "Inside," owned by men who' are abundantly able, and are simply waiting to
made by their
let Improvement
neighbors enhance the value of their
holdings In all such cases, public
opinion demands the enforcement of
the ordinance to the letter, and the
proper authorities of the city should
take the neegssuyd steps to have all
work of this class commenced In time
to have It out of the way before the
fair. As the largest and richest city
of the territory, It I the duty of Albuquerque to set the other places a
good example. And aside from considerations of duty and
it
Is good business policy, since one slovenly, unkempt street might neutralize
a very large per cent of the good the
fair may do us.
Into

he-fo- re

t,

The Record la In favor of statehood
but not until New Mexico has proven
herself capable of standing alone. Under present conditions government
from Washington seems to be working
In the Interest of the people who pay
the freight. RoweU Record.

21,1907.

MORNING JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, AUG.
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TO CHECK THE MOHMOX
MENAIE.
In a Chautauqua address at Aurora,
111., three days ago. Senator Du Bols,
of Idaho, urged his hearep to use
their Influence with the Illinois representatives In congress to secure an
amendment of the constitution under
which the federal government will
have power to deal with unlawful cohabitation and polygamy.
He devoted considerable time to the
Mormon question, which he aald required attention in order to stamp out
the growing power of Mormonism.
"You can't convict the Mormons,"
said he "of polygamy. To prove
polygamy you must prove a second
marriage. Plural marriages among
the Mormons are performed by high
officials of that church in secret
places, either in their temples or in
foreign countries and no record is kept
of the plural marriages.
can be
"Unlawful cohabitation
proved by circumstantial evidence, the
supreme court of the Vnlted States
having defined unlawful cohabitation
to be holding out to the world by n
man of more than one woman as his
wife. A law against unlawful cohabitation, if the enforcement were in the
hands of the federal authorities, would
put the leaders of the Mormon church
In the penitentiary and this would destroy their political power and destroy
polygamy.
"They exercise their political power In order to protect themselves In
their polygamy and when they found
that they had to go to the penitentiary
or give up polygamy they oud give
up polygamy and with it their political
'
power would d isa pepa r.
"The Mormons absolutely control
Utah now politically, and a senator,
governor or congressman cannot be
elected In Idaho or Wyoming against
the wishes of the Mormon chirch.
They now hold the balance of power in Oregon and will soon control
the senators in that state. They are
beginning to be powerful In Nevada.
"Unless checked, they will become
the balance of power in the senate of
the United States. They have become
an object of solicitation to the great'
political parties and for the first timo
in the history of the government this
Mormon and polygamist question Is
becoming a question of party politic s."

i
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For
Summer
Drinks

Mt) riddle.

after the wolves. It has
been after about everything else In
the state. TEXAS

Is

ee

SECRETARY Hatfield took dinner
in Okmulgee with 700 Indians.
He
scalp Is reported intac:.

a.

Éa.d"'

and will not be undersold; the
gest stock and lowest prices.
i

;

;

Futrelie Furn. Co.
Bass Island Grape Juice,

Dry Eyes Numerous.

Club House Grape Juice,

As to the demise of Kaynolds the
mourners are few. Springer Stock-

West End of Viaduct.

Rose's Lime Juice,

ee

PATTERSON, protracted
"REV.
Baptist minister, is holding meeting?
at Quay." Dodson News.
How long is he?

Rose's Raspberry Vinegar
and

A SANTA FE employe at Needles
was taken to the hospital with a tem-

Duffy's Apple Juice, at

perature of 108. It Is explained, how
ever, that he was suffering from a
chill.

HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED.

ee

Tune Vp the HcwgnK.
"The passing of Reynolds Is a glorious thing for the territory, and the
people are well satisfied that he ban
stepped down and out." Springer
Stockman.

Famous S, & T, Unamatic Price and Cost Book, Small
enough for the Vest Pocket, Large enough for the Desk,
Bound in beautiful Seal Leather,
Sheets can be removed instantly, Just the thing for the
Busy Man,
,
A'

tflaloy s

e

Don't Hub It ii.
It Is believed that Air. Borgere lei
deafening
applause which greeted
the
Judge Fall's remarks about the "unnecessary" federal investigation in
New Mexico. Aztec Index.
-

Up-to-D- ate

II. S. LITIIGOW,

B.H.Briggs&Co

A Wall From the
DRUGGISTS.
"THE IMMIGRATION movement
Into eastern New Mexico sin.vs n.
Proprietors of ' Alvaradn Pharmacy, fluid
yet,
no
for
as
thanks
but
abatement
and First Street.
that to the present management of Avenue
Illghlund Pharmacy, Comer of Fast I'en-trthe territorial bureau of immigration."
and Hromlnuy.
The Almnnuc. .

nl

who have
"THE GENTLEMEN
been annexing the public domain to
themselves by devious means . for
some years, are apparently Hearing
the end of the rope." Phoenix Republican.
The rope has already been cut In
some New Mexico instances,

Big Cut Price

'.

Sale

THE HON. EM. COMPTOMETER
Frost Is emitting a heart rendering lament because the Santa Fe board of
education bus decided to go outside Of clothing-- , shoes, hats, underwear, ladles'
the capital to get bids onu book- skirts and waists, Is now going on at the
let. In view of th Governor's
Huyera' Union.
All remaining- sumin Spanish, just think what the Cash
dit,nguished job printer might make mer goods must he sold, regardless of coat.
.nit of It.
About fiO pulrs of ladies' in torda, In

Journal llullcllng.

Bookbinder and H libber stamp maker, rhono P24.

WE ARÉ STILL IN ALBUQUERQUE,

AT

212 S. SECOND ST.,

The longer we stay the better ve like It and jusChcre I want to tell
you something that may interest you. I have Inquiries from Kansas and
Oklahoma for farm lands, 10, 20 and 160 acre tracts. If you have anyWe now have a good busithing In this line to offer, see me at once.
ness proposition; also cheap lots and houses on our list for sale; also
house
for rent, either furnished or unfurnished. Ona other thing I want
to tell you. I just talked with a gentleman who has toured the United
States. Canada and Continental Europe, and he thinks this the most ideal
.
climate ho has yet found.

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

Ales-sag-

-

ee

'AI.t'.UQUF.RQUE believes that the
Helen cutoff Is most aptly mimed,
since it cuts off a liberal portim of
Albuquerque's railroad trafile." El
IJi.so Herald.
The villngc newspaper man should
come to Albuquerque and ge t sotiirt
pointers on the situation and incidentally see a real city.

SOME

CURRENT

COMMENT.

and

I
I 00
PHlr
All children's oxfords, one third oft".
? 00
Oxfords at
Men's
;.00 Oxfords at
Men's
It 50
1 2S
Hoya' S1.75 Oxfords at
Twenty per rent discount on all men's and
boys suits.
Twenty per rent discount on all men's and
boys' trousers.
Illg lot of men's sample shirts at....
SB
Men's 60c underahlrts, silk finish, at
38

You're a Coyote,
At the risk of being dubbed one of
the "Yellow Journals." we have to remark that the bill of exceptions tiled
by Assistant United States Attorney
McHarg looks like anything but complete vindication. Texlco Democrat.

bird'TeyFviews
Santa Fe Eagle.)
It appears that Secretary Haynolds
suddenly made up his mind that the
simple life Is to be preferred to the
turmoil and trouble of the life of a
politician, so he Insisted on the acceptance of his resignation by the president, and the president was too considerate of the secretary's feelings to
refuse.

pounds sugar, with a grocery
der, for

GASH BUYERS'
I

."!

That Awful SuhM'nsc.
said that there are many anx
ious glances being cnt t r.vnrd the c.f- tlce in Santa Fe being occupied at tins
time by the federal oflK'ers who are
quietly Investigating the affairs of th!territory. They clou t know where toe
ax will swing next. Dcmlng Head
light.

It

The backbone of the Plunderbund
has been broken and the patient seems
to be rapidly approaching the final
According to the latest reliable
estimates there will be about half a
million dry eyes in New Mexico when
the last sad rites are performed.

.

D. EMMONS

Successor to Stacy and Company.
Cor. Second Street and Lead Ave.

--

IS
25

ALL USERS

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADS

60
40
46
25
--

or-

fl

GET RESULTS -

00

UNION,

Proprietor.
Alhuiiieriiie.

WM. 1IOI.DK,
Second HI.

linn Kranelsc. will give hlrih to a new city
far superior to her past, once having gottena
rid of lior corrupt and Kraftlng pulillc
and ataniocü out the causes of her fall
Wllh her many contemplates
from grace.
Improvements
she will Tlae, Phoenix Ilka
from her nhes anil obtain ni?nln her proud
standing 11 the queen city of the golden
west.
By dint of hard work and on nccount of
the care we have exercised In the past In executing orders for plumbing work of every
kind.' we have obtained our present enviably
in
poaiilon of being the leudlug plumber
thla'clty.
If you want to secure the best
you
will do well
Work and the beat material
to place your contracta with us. Estlmataa

Is

Quier &
For Fuintlng
First-clas-

s

OF- -

18

Jeckell,

unci Paja r Hanging.
wcjrk guaranteed
508 N. Fourth St.

Phone 747.
Has It All Dopc-- Out.
authoritatively unnoitnced thu!
Judge Full will be attorney general oí
the territory under Governor Curry.
The Judge has too fat a thing us at
Established 1S7S
torney for W. C. Green nt h: rnso, to
Is
permanently,
and
it
this
Job
take
At the time the Journal printed the
Flour, Feed
set the governor Wholesale 'Grocer.
message from this city concerning Sec- probable that he will
In the light direction,- and then
Grain. Agent for
and
retary Raynolds, It was known that going
his time would be short, but It took reslgni Lorelsburg Liberal.
Mitchell Wagons.
the Optic, the New Mexican and the
AHinrjneriiiiei
New Mexico
DOXT l'l'T IT OFF LOXC.F.H.
Citizen nearly four veeks to wake up
to the fact.
Get Hid of That Indigestion at Once
Max appears to be Inconsolable on
by I'mIiik
account of the loss of thut $115 a
Either through slackness or caremonth rent which was promptly paid lessness hundreds of people slowly
by the bureau of Immigration.
He is poison themselves by chronic indlgea-tlostill printing testimonials ns to the
Hy neglecting to cure at once
most excellent work he did While he any sluggishness of the lmportunt orwas secretary.
It might interest the gans of digestion the system Is filled
public If he would print the cost of
fermenting and decaying food
some of the pamphlets which he Is- with results
In sick headache, heartthat
MONEY SAVERS.
sued,
burn, bad taste In the mouth, coated
riur rut prices on low shoes.
Raynolds and Prlchard may now tongue, specks before the eyes, sleepTime Is setting short In dispose of
ponder at their leisure over that mas- lessness, nervous troubles and the
them snd we have reduced Din prices
ter stroke of politics which resulted In many other symptoms that are the
to
the very lowest point in order to
the removal of .Superintendent Trel-for- direct result of Indigestion.
make them move fust.
The want of a perfectly safe yet efa
Most of the politicians In the
There la alill a good dent of hot
Plunderbund nre In the primary cia.-- s fectlve cure for Indigestion and
nnd, during the past year, none of stomach troubles In their many forms
weather ahead of us and the shoes
them have exhibited symptoms of was felt up to the time of the sucwill prove a good investment for you.
graduation in the near future.
cessful Investigations that resulte! In
the production of
stomach
Women's $1.50 Canvas
Two or three more heads are In dan
They quickly cure the worst
ger of being separated from their ofli- - tablets.
cases of Indigestion, nnd the pain and
Oxfords at
cial necks. The political atmospher. distress which are often felt after
clearmg rapidly In New Mexico.
meals disappear In a very few day-sWomen's $2 Canvas Oxsuch is the wonderful curative power
of
fords
..$1.50
The
medicines for
digest
stomach
the
troubles
merel
ona alas smaller after using Allen's
Women's $2 Kid Oxfords,
strengthens the
a powder to he shaken Into (he shoes. foods, while
It makea Uae tit or new shoes feel easy; git-- a digestive organs so that they soon be
at
$1.55
Instant rill.f to corns and kunlons. It's the come able to care for the food that Is
greatest comfort discovery of the age. eaten.
Is a certain cure for tired,
Alien e
Women's $2,50 Kid Oxstomach tablets cost but
eweallng, hot. aching feel. At all drugglaia DO
cents a box and do more real good
and a hoe alores. 2ir. Don't accept any
fords at
Por PHRSJ trial package, aleo r'ree than a doxen boxes of the ordinary
ampie of lbs KnOT-I- ASH Herniary COHN-PA- digestive tableta. J. II.' O'Klelly Co.
new Invention, address Alisa H give an absolute, unqualified guaranWomen's $3 Kid Oxfords,
! tee
.
Ola.at.d. U Roy, N. T.
to refund the money If
at
$2.35
:
falls to cure.
4b
aí-on- y.

J.

l.5
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Wall Paper and Paints

while, tan and black; former prices,
I.S0, and I'.'.UO; to go at, per

$I.S5,

Groceries

drug-(lata-

.

big-

i

Anil a Wann Present.
Going to Washington with a cock
Ariz., has a bright future.
and bull story about alleged land OneYuma,
company is installing an electilv
frauds was a good gun for getting
light plant and another a gas plant.
out of the way, but ye gods,
Won't Hurt.
how it kicked!
If there Is no graft, an investigation
no one; If there Is, the blunu;
The New York Commercial wants will hurt be
fixed and the penalty as- (Mid Piickage fioYee, per pound
to know, If the Denver man who tes- should
Capitán
News
sessed.
:iSo Mocha and Java, per pound
tified in court that he kissed his wife
(tood quality canned pearhea, grapes,
A KtriUiilK Proof.
40,000 times In two years, Is suing for
plums and green gages, per can..
The prompt resignation of Secretary
u
J. W. Raynolds In order that Governor "' quullly lea, per pound...
Curry could immediately Install his 60c quality tea, per pound
Warming.
If you hava kldn.y and bladder trouble own official family, is another indica- Iteet syrup, per gallon
and do not uae Foley's Kidney Curs, you will tion of that gentleman's ability as a
have unly yourself to blame for results, as It statesman and a citzeti. Gloomy Gus. Waller liuker's Cocoa
cures all forma of kidney
bladder dlteaaes. J. H. O Rlelly Co.,

in our own house

not"

THK SULTAN of Morocco Is re
ported anxious to stop the murders.
He probably believes them impolitic.

i

1

and buy direct from factories or cash; that we can-

that we are

to believe him, the only thing to clo
is to declare he Is dead.

The Tucson Star says the opposition to President Itoosevelt's policy of
having the department of Justice dig
out and bring to Justice the violators
of the law, is opposed by that portion
of the press which is subsidized by the
corporations. In New Mexico It is secretly opposed by a corrupt machine
which openly pretends to be for
Roosevelt. It is a case of carrying
water on both shoulders.

positively

.J

IF BILL Quantrell wants the public

man.

Don't Forget

-

P. Is

L.B. PUTNEY

cheerfully furnished.
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122 W. Stiver
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IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

Mi-o--

......$1.15
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a.

ladies can wear shoes
Foot-Bas-

e,

Mi-o--

Pout-Eas-

e

mm
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your plumbing,
If you want
let
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
KM fixtures, a bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work on mg lote ez a.? kind ef
repair. Our work ta fiftat and ao are

eur price.

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

Ml-o--

..

to to for
u tou where
enlighten you.

...;..$1.95

.

I.

Ml-o--

FOR SALE CHEAP.
One third Interest In a good new
eighty acres, aurveyed and platted
Ran Pedra Copper Minea, la good
country.
Aa my family Is In poor health I
make rilarían I aleo offer a geud
hwuee and t)i In Keianela
at
.Now rents
H per moma.
. AODK.KM

fr

la a Morning

New Has lew.

ta
noardertf

J on real real ad

high a

town of price ol pey tor some eew
Hear the
farming
The very neat sf ttaaaaa City fleet nag
Matt. as at KM 1 1. RI.KINH ORT'3, III Naeth
desire to Third Street.
auetneee

bargain.

W. C. ASIIER,
Kataatl.

IMIVT WISH THK R4MKBAI.I. O A Mr.
AT THK TK ACTION PAKK HI NOAV AP-T- r
KMioN, At lit NT til. HETHr fc TIIK
MM OKKO AMI lilllUMMO TKAwN).

The ramea wee reaaa in advertisements
hops Intelligently, lea'l II worth while 1
da thai t Try eee la I ha Morning Joarwat,
Perhapa yaur

Nee found a Heaa yea m had a belter
!
yea
place,
bat, If
aa advertisement ta In
ller
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Men's $1,50 Canvas Oxfords at
$1.20
Men's $2,50

Black

fords at

Ox-

$1.95

Men's $3 Black

Oxfords,

at

$2.25
"

Men's $3.50
fords at

Black

Ox-

$2.85

WE OFFER

GOOD

LUMBER

VALUES
In every sort of building and fln'uhing
lumber you're apt to require, no mat-

your operatlona.
If
you're at all Interested "It's up to you"
to Investigóle thla statement for your
own etike. We welcome a tour through
our yard end all the questioning you
like.

ter how large

GSé

IU0 GRANDE

LUMBER. COMPANY
Third and Marnuetfc.

Phone 8

is.,-- .
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TO SAN DIEGO
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Prospec-

The belief Is growins:

300,000 SHARES,

CAPITAL STOCK ONLY

tive Big Business From Important Harbor. Necessitates
Improvement!

o

railroad
circles that the Temecula canyon
branch of the Santa Fc Is to be rebuilt at an early date, anil thus a.,
new and direct line opened to fan
DieRo from Han Hernoniino.
While, Santa Fo officials have several times in the past year stated that
they had no intention of reconstructing the line, straws continue to indicate that It will be rebuilt,, though it
Is the intention of the Santa Fe to
keep their plans quiet as long as pos-

,

Cracker Jack District, Death Valley, Caí.

PROPERTY

In

COMPANY OFFICE

t
ó

i

It is announced that heavy steel
rails and thousands of ties have been
distributed alow? the right of way
iron) Terris to Temecula. That part
of the line Is to bo constructed first,
It Is said, and then the track from
Perils to Hlghgrove rebuilt, and the
grades on It reduced.
There is at present, a pap of about
k
thirteen miles from Temecula to
through the canyon country,
and It requires some very difficult
construction to put a line through
thero that will withstand the storms
and floo4 waters.
Recently a trip was made to Temecula by a number of officials, who
visited the canyon and looked
over
the jrrnuml." It Is said that surveys
recently made In the canyon by en
gineers show that by raising the
tracks above the water line and making the construction of the best, with
a few short tunnels, a permanent
roadway can be obtained. The original line from San Bernardino to San
Diego .was built via that route, but
after some years was abandoned
of
frequent trouble with
' yashouts. the
It Is said the Santa Fc is anticipating that in the near future it will be
called on to handle enormous quantities of freight in and out of San
Diego, because of the development of
that harbor,. and in order to be prepared to take care of it the company
will rebuild this line and thus have
the advantage of two outlets between
San Diego and San Hernardino.
Then, too, there Is the coining in
of other lines to San Diego in prospect, which has stirred the Santa Fe
to aiMion to place Itself in the best
possible condition to continue to hold
its share of the business in and out
of that fit:-- .

$25,00

500 Shares ,$125

o

THIS STOCK SHOULD BE WORTH
THE

MAKE

YOU

THE

DOUBLE

'

o
o

DOWN

THIRD

PRICE

PAYMENT.

AS WE BELIEVE IT
'
ADDRESS AT ONCE,

It is announced that Ihe contract
for the construction of the new Santa
Fe roundhouse In San Bernardino has
been awarded, and the work will be
done by the same contractor who is
now erecting the roundhouse at
The structure will be one of the
largest on the entire coast, having
forty-tw- o
stalls, with one of the
largest turn-tablbuilt to handle the
heaviest locomotives. The building
will be of concrete,
reinforced by
steel.
It Is expected that work will
be commenced on the structure n.t
soon as the ground can be cleared, as
it Is badly needed since the old roundhouse fell down.
Pushing Shop Work Along.
F. A. Adams, engineer of shop extensions, who has been In San
from Top"ka, looking after
getting the work started for the Santa
Fe shop extensions, lias returned to
Topeka.,. 'le will return later to
again : .on after the work.
The excavations for the shops are
going ahead rapidly, large quantities
of ditt being moved.
Fur these new
btilkiings a total of something like
16. not) cubic yards nf dirt must be
displaced. As soon as the excavations are completed the work on the
foundations will be commenced. It is
expected to get up the new structures
In time to have the shop work housed
in them before the stormy
weather
, comes on next fall.
I'er-nardi-

o
o

A

,s

ALBUQUERQUE,

nnil ' rotirtcouft treatment unit
it will enable ua tu handle the busi- theForveryprompt
cliuli'mt of iiipatx .vim will mnltx mi
ness of the public. In so much better mit:ik ly
railing on KM1I. KI.KIN WOIT,
manner than heretofore that the satis- IVi Nortb Third utreet t telephoulns your
faction resultant Will be an item of
In.

the Pawnee

result-produci-

ng

Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
w If you are not advertising in the Morning
LOSING
not saving money.

o

you

Journal,

are

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good foryou.

Don't inferí
Try it!

1K. B. M. WJILLIAHS
DENTIST

order

no mean consideration."
Mr. Machetle lert lust evening for II' YlUt UVK. I
Tucson and other points in his
HVtl IT IIAKI
WANT

IV

I

AM'Y

HIIITK
IN.
KVKKVTIIINU.
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lar what
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. l'HAIl' A CO.
Another Case or i'nlf.
The most modern ulectrlrnl ctili-men- l
it Hint the president is
Mr dental work In Hie southMineral Wntrr eurwi and
now fully satisfied that he was misinUllUouMirKH.
Afk your icroier lor It. west. JiiMiins l." and 16, tirant HUtck
formed regarding the condition of
I'lione 03.
tilings In this territory at the time lie:
Mull Order AilvertlMir.
removed tiovetnor llagerman and that
Let U3 hi'lp yog gt mm himiiniui from
the conlldentlal relations hertofore exlot , f
isting between the president and a cer- our lleiuaan.t of rrtuters. Tlior
tain federal ofllcer in this territory It to l hxcl aiid tille nur prexiiit
In Ilia Moriiintr Journal are letting
are, to. say the least, V( ry much
strained just at present. Said f. . thi'lr share, there Is plenty tuft for
be
tevin,
will
lie
but
may serve out his
a nonentity at Washington hcrearter.
There Is an old saying, "give a calf
NI'W I'KHSII HTOCK INTKItNATIONAL
sufficient rope Hnd he Is pretty near STIK K AMI
KMIH. K. W. FÜ.K,
sure to hang himself." and It looks
HOtTII illtST hTKKET.
now as If W. II. II. LI. had been furnished the requisite amount of hemp
KON'T FOIKJKT
TIIAÍ HH CAKKV
IMH K.KIKH IN
and had about completed the suicidal TIIK I'iNKMT LINK OI''urry
one
Governor
No
heard
act.
riiiM
or 'iiiE coum'kv. r. u.
mention his name iti his address, rlid l it.iri t, to.
they? Deming Headlight.

liumor has

o

ailvcr-tlHiir-
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Wild West Show, which seeks to
play here fair week, or at some other
time.
The J'awnee Hi; show is to
play In Denver Labor day, und Major
IJIIIe. its owner, has In contemplation
a tour of New Mexico and Arizona,
and Mr. Hurch Is acting as advance

.

Don't argue!

ktin

ft. M. Hurch, the well known showman, who was here recently as nian-ag- r
of the fsureh Circus, arrived here

i

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of

NEW MEXICO.

03--

PAWNEE BILL SHOW
COMING TO ALBUQUERQUE

o

advertisements an organization that will sec that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.

SURE WINNER.

Sellers, Sec'ty,

D. K. B.

t

with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Servicemark you for when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all

o

,

linid'y;i:rc Onir;vt Awarded.

It is synonymous

o
o
o
o

THE CLAIM ADJOINING US ON THE SOUTH WAS LAST WEEK
AND
SOLD FOR ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
WE ARE IN RECEIPT OF SEVERAL LETTERS FROM RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES INQUIRING WHAT WE WOULD TAKE FOR THE PROPERTY
WE PREFER TO SELL
BUT IT IS NOT FOR SALE
AS A WHOLE
ONLY THE TEN THOUSAND SHARES AND TO ALBÚQUERQUE

o
o

.

newspaper.

o

MEET THE PAYROLL FOR SEVERAL MONTHS UNTIL WE CAN BEGIN
SHIPPING ORE TO THE NEEDLES SMELTER, LESS THAN ONE
HUNDRED MILES BY RAIL

o

' ,

Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in' any other. New Mexico

BEFORE

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAVE AUTHORIZED THE SALE OF
A BLOCK OF TEN THOUSAND SHARES AND NO MORE, AT TWENTY-FIV- E
CENTS PER SHARE ON ABOVE TERMS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
ONE
SINKING THE MAIN SHAFT, WHICH IS NOW IN GOOD ORE,
HUNDRED FEET DEEPER. ALL WE WANT IS ENOUGH MONEY TO

1

'

What the ÍVlomnig Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

o

Full-broo-

...

,

o

'

9 Cromwell Bldg., Albuquerque.

Room

o
o
o
o

t

sible.

yesterday representing

0'
o
o
o
o

SELLERS, Secretary

HUE

.
Belief Growing

21,1907,

JOURNAL, WEDNESDAY, AUG.

reoBMOftm
Bargain
Store

To Hhrepiuen.

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,

on
It Ib evldrtit Hint Miocp riiliT nnmt
Getting Interested.
ttiPlr own prazliift land. There ara B
Koosevelt is evidently concerned own
very few Bollit trnets with
erfeit title. I
about what Arizona delegates will do offer iñ, (mi! aere Krar.lMl! traet nit feboleln
in Ihe next republican national con
re ad lolnlug, of winIraní; nlwi O.tnni
vention. Two of his most trusted lleu-- J ter Knulntf, with vatleyi produeltiK fiao corn,
tenants have been looking over tins etc., without Irrigation.
L. 8. riUNCE,
political field during the past ten days.
Hantn V. N. M.
Itisbee Review

mm

STOVES AND RANGES
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manager, feeling the way.

BELEN CUT-OF- F
IS
PRIDE OF THE SANTA FE
-

Pnsssengrr .gent Waxes
Over Atchison's
C'nick New Mexico Une.

TmivfIIiik

l.'iilluibolle

Pannenger Asent
TravelliiB
of the Santa Fe, wast In the
city yesterday from Mm headquarter
In 101 f'axo. on one of bin regular trip
In the' intercHts of
the "best on
earth." Asked retrurdliiK trartic over
tbe .Santa Fe linen, Mr. Machette ald
that they were haudlliiK un excellent
hutincMH, both In the pannetiRer
and
tho freight department, ay the Hln- -

Uhe Futüre

ciif-ol-

T

ff

nl

Mexico

JVebm

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC. OF MEXICO.

The Helen Uot&n and Improvement Company

ben Ttevlew.

"Tho disturbance In tho utoek and
money mnrketn doex not eetn to effect
v In the leant," nald the railroad man
whin nuked with regard to the effect
litem troublcn might bo having on tho
mimmcr truvel. "We are handling
more buslnoHS thin fenon than ever
before, which In nltnply keeping up the
growth record of previous year In our
passenger department. The utrlngency
In the marketM doen not
doing buMlne
weem to prevent people from taking
outing
their vacation
Jut 'he Hamo m
ever. Grand Canyon and tho coant
we handle bUMlneoH to (ire drawI
ing more people than ever before.
rtippone principally because there re
moro people to draw and becauti the
general profpeflly doen not neem to
have been affected by the market
troubled, ai I utlented not only by
both the largo amount of pannctiger
traffic tind the linmerwe freight btiNl-ne- s
with which the track of nil the
railroad" of the county are crowded.
"The SurttR FV principal pride today Is the fact that the Helen
Went Into riorvlee thin morning. Thin
cut-ocouple
han been building for
of ypn.rn and In one of the finest piece i
of railroad work In the world. It U
going to b of tremendou advantngn
lo tin In the handling of our trnnncon-tlnenltttmlnem and will pay back
llu enorrnou mm that ban been
In couMlrui'tlon within li
few year. In the nivutitlme

Railroad Center of
fXMCeitrOXATB&)

(O-streets ana avenues, rigm in tno Business
the owne rs ot tho Belen Townsitc, consisting ot 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 2oxl42 feet, fronting upon w ana
Rarlway
Company
&
Santa Fe,
is now grading its extensive depot grounds
center ot the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison. Topeka
varri limits ÍK )0 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coal
chutes, water tanks, machino snops, etc.
',eAD
i
rvlills with its 1 50 Barrels
a day capacity, winery, etc. It Is tho
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1 500, and several largo Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller
leading
great
south, east and west, to all
line
nor
trunk
the
upon
location
largest shipping point for floür, wool, wheat, whe, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico. From its
freight
trains will pass through Belen to
points in the United States and Mexico its fjjtuie growth as a Commercial point Cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and
house,
two churches, a commercial
picaro, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, Tho water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a $1 8,000 public school
In
terms
low
prices
and
lots
hotel.
are
ottered
good
The
and
easy. Ont third of purnewspaper
a
cfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right no w a good
warranty
given.
and
perfect
deeds
Title
per
8
annum.
cent
per
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at
chase money cash;
In
to
person
or
write
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots., Fcr further particulars and prices of lots call
mx
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The Beleh Town and Improvement Company
JOHN VECKEn. Trcjfdent

.
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WM. M.

VEKGEH.

Secretary

a

-

'
Beat line

fcielul ve Agents lor
Xhr Ktwln

t

STEALS

Svliool Slioea ever
Carried In the Clly.'

Hurt Shoes
and Children.

C.

tr Witmei

of'

The Ideal Shoe Store,
LEON HERTZOG,

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet

AIIO

Manager.
216 West Central Avenue.
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DISCOUNT FOR CASH

PANTS BU

SUMMER GOLIFORTS
can be enjoyed by providing
your piazza with cool and comfortable porch rockers, wicker
chairs and settees in reed ana
rattan furniture, your sleeping
rooms with our light bird's eye
maple, enamel and willow furniture, which you will find in
such variety and at such comfortable prices at our store. -

IHE SCORE

Sole Asenta for tlie Celebrated
M. A. i'aekard $3.50, $1.00 and
$5.00 SIion for Men.

ExrliiHlve Agents for tlie famous
Edwin Clapp & Sons' Shorn tor
Men.

i,. -

1

21,1907.

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

MORNING JOURNAL,

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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FREIGHT CÁR THIEF
SHERILUN THE TOILS

ijnw

lit

Supervisor Hugh H. Harris, of the Six Pairs of Men's Underwear
and Mount Taylor reserves,
leaves this morning on horseback for
Under FreigM.
Discovered
the Manzano mountains, where he will
na
Inspecting
the
snend s week or so
"
House and Other Stuff in
Uonal forest.
Oeorge 3. Ilamsey, traveling repIn , New
Trunk of Prisoner.
Mcieoi and
THE RIGHT OF WAY
resentative
In tne erenl lht Jroi hould nnt re- - J
paper telephone
morirtn
Arizona for the Morning Journal,
the Foetal Telegraph Compear, alvina
leaves this morning for the south in
e
Suits of
These
Thin suits of Italbriggan Unname n1 iillrm and the paper will
for our dinner sets this week U
In arresting E. M. Sherlll Monday
the Interests of the only aoven day
be delivered br a epeMel bmhbiw.
viaMexico.
in
New
palter
kit
avenue
Coal
off
a
take
the
Ulunncl
underneath
night
Serge and
.
derwear, $1.00 per suit.
T.lf pbooe M.
easily obtained. No one objects
A special communication of Tembeing a suspiburden,"
ple lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M., duct, upon a charge of
man's
white
of
"the
High-bargto their being shown, many adwill be held tonight at Í o'clock In the cious character, Officer George
Underwear, Negligee Shirts,
now.
the scheme of
unearthed
hall. Work In the F. C. degree. Visiting Masons are cordially Invited to
mire them, many buy them. If
etc.
Attorney B. F. Adams has returned attend. By order of the W. M. F. H. three employes of the Santa Fe here
cars.
merchandise
trip.
to
rob
from an Arizona
Moore, acting secretary.
you haven't seen these works
and
Dressed ao, tlie temiierature
Attorney M. E. Htckcy, yesterday
Sherlll was arraigned before Judge
G. L. Althelmor has returned from
a
filed in the district court
of art, accept this as an invitaa month s visit In California.
Craig yesterday morning and bound
will aeem low, and the man's
that the First Metho- over to the j'snd 1ury, upon a chargo
The hot weather does not
William Kerr has returned t this petition asking
tion to call. They're here to be
dist church be permitted to mortgage
temper keeps sweet and cool.
visit in La Junta.
city irom
affect you half so much If
certain property to raise $1,000 for of trespassing upon railroad property.
t
yesfp'-nPeron,
of
Abel
was walking
purpose of paying off the $4,000
Officer Hlehbargln
seen, and the more of you come
AVe
are
clothed.
terday In the city on business matters. the
properly
See our sitex lal Hat price,
debt incurred to nulla tne now parson along South First street Monday nigh.t
the
Domingo
walking
Lumber age. Mr. Hlckey Is secretary of the when he saw Sherlll
from
I. A. Vyi; of the
the better we'll like it.
clothes exitcrts know the recompany, went up to Domingo yester- board of trustees or the churcn.
freight house with a long bundle
$2.90 for the late Stetson styles.
in
Jafrifles,
Mr.
Nathan
Winchester
day morning.
two
account
of
containing
In the
quirements of our customers.
Daniel Padilla, traveling salesman fa's visit with Governor Curry, which his arms. .
Nice fancy hose, U cents.
Upon questioning the man.
for Learnard & Llndemann, left yes- appeared In the Norning Journal yesOur prices are greatly reduced,
terday for Santa Fe. .
terday, the statement that "Mr. Jaffa
noticed that Sherlll acted sushimself in
Miss Lillian Huggett. of Oallup, has was driven to the residence of Gov- piciously, contradicting
too, owing to the advanced sea- Cut prices on all Summer
Dlk.
Rugs.
arrived in the rtty to assume her du- ernor Curry," was inaccurate. Both four or five instances. In explaining
Furniture, Crockery,
possession.
University.
ties at the
gentlemen were Btopplng at the Claire why the guns were in his
goods.
Louis Gumhlner and Harry Hoffman hotel, and the error occurred In reAs Hlghbargin led Sherlll towards
have returned from a stay at the Val- ceiving the message over the long dis- the city bastile, R. Childs, a check
ley ranch on the Pecos.
tance phone here.
clerk at the freight house, endeavManager George Arnot, for Gross,
Porter lliff. aged 17 years, the son ored to secure the liberty of the prisDRIHX PILSEKER BOTTLED BEER
Kelly. & Co.. returned yesterday from Mr. Ill (T. a carpenter at the local In- oner, who he stated was his roomA new stock of Hanan & Sons and W. L. Douglas Shoes.
night for his mate, but his plea did not cause the
a trip to 1ing Heath. Cal.
school,
last
left
dian
Sheriff Hairy Coddington of McKln-le- y home in Lawrence, Ku.. where he officer to release his prisoner.
None better in their respective classes.
county and wife, were here yester- will he. nlaced In a hospital for treat
After notifying Assistant Marshal
day a short time on their way to their ment. Young Illff, accompanied his Kennedy, Hlghbargin locked his prishome In Gallup.
father here four months ago and oner up, and he and Kennedy worked
Mr. n l Mrs. Bert Rak r are spend- shortly after he arrived here he was upon the case for several hours being their honeymoon on the Pecos ami stricken with rheumatism which de fore
evidence
any incriminating
txp"ct to return here shortly to mskc
veloped into lunercuiosis.
against Sherlll or Childs was found.
.
.Wyoming,
Jay
While In Cheyenne,
their home on Norm rourm
About S o'clock yesterday morning
Harry W. Lusk. brother of Don W. A. Hubbs of this city met S. S. Pearl-stlna box contnlnlna six suits of men's
THE CEXTHAL A VIA, CLOTIUEH.
Mexican,
New
Fe
well
of
Banta
known
a
the
formerly
Lusk
found under the
underwear was
and connected with the Parsons, Kas.,
and official stenographer freight house platform, which caused
Sun. has arrived here for a visit with for the territorial fair. Mr. Pea.l-stln- e the officers to continue their search
Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.
his brother on his way to California.
is now located In a curio estabIn the room over the Futrcllo FurniConJudge Ira A. Abbott and Miss
lishment In Cheyenne. Mr. Hubbs o ture store, at Coal avenue and Secstance Abbott. Mr. and Mrs. A. U.
discovered W. A. Bartlett, former- ond street, where damaging evidence
and
Fergusson
H.
H.
and
McMlllen
ly with A. B. McGaffey here, and now against the prisoner and his companFine Registered Angora Bucks
yesterday
left
Fergusson.
Miss Erna
assistant manager of the Cheyenne ion were found.
FIO
7
COWBOY
for Itoswell to attend the meeting of Leader.
In a trunk In the room an IverPOR 8ALR
the territorial bar association.
and nwtatanid
The funeral of Miss Laura Cooper, Johnson revolver, twenty-fiv- e
I have Mime high
neck
daughter of Mr. and ,leg twenty-tw- o
Special prlcpi on all electric flxliiree and the
Burka for sale, ranging In aff from eightomt
pairs of trousers, two
month to four jenra. A I o some high,
ahariVe until spfmhr 1. at Nh Electrical Mrs. Harry Cooper, who died Monday" nnirs of women's shoes and other ar- 2.
avenue.
Phone
grnilo
W.
Central
and registered doa. Prlrra vWen am
"upply Co., 8M
night at St. Joseph's hospital, as a re tlclcs of merchandise, besides $28.87
M. R. MrCRAKY,
Dppllcutloo.
K. M. Burke was here yesterday sult of an operation for appendicitis, in cash, were found.
BY
THE
Bun marrini, flew Mexico.
7
will take place this afternoon rrom
from Oakland. Cal.
was questioned further by
Sherlll
Contractor Ailshow has gone to Pu- the residence near Fifth and Gold
but nothing of any
the officers,
In
charge
be
will
trip.
on
a
services
business
The
eblo. Col.,
Received
value was obtained from the prisoner.
Hew Stock
Dr. G. K. Angle, of Silver City, of liev. Mr. Lukens of the Presbyter-Ia- n
he was arraigned before Juschurch. Mrs. Collins will Blng. ticeAfter
Spent yesterday In Albuquerque.
over
yesterday and bound
OH FRIDAY
will be W. B. to ClB
Mrs. James A. Walsh, and daughter The pallbearears
at the
the grand Jury, he was taken to
Forbes. Thomas McMlllin, W. C. Ken
of Wlnslow, arrived last night.
by
county
Lnder
Jail
Ifernalillo
'.h
1).
Interment
K. Phillips
nedy and
Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas,
rn"'riii r rcu nej n,
FOR CASH ONLY.
here last night from the west. will be In Fuirview cemetery.
The city and railroad authorities
was
a
visitor
Iteming
C. A. Anient of
to
the
trying
locate
In
spent
yesterday
$8.50
American B'ock, nor too
Don't fall to hear FranK Kerxmann whereabouts of Childs, who disap- THIRTY TO CROSS HOT
here from the windmill city yester-c!e:- First Street Z Marquette Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico
.50
Orrmoe, Ln.p
the Skatin? Rink peared shortly after the arrest of
at
whistler,
the
o gstJMBmamMmama)
4t
SANDS AT SILVER CITY Anthracite Nut
aeeaeiimaiail
Wllllam Obermeyer will leave to- Thursday night
Sherlll, but their search was
$.00
Anthracite mixed
night for St. Louis for a several weeks'
$.B0
Anthracite, fnrnace
visit with relatives,
left for
It Is believed that Childs
of ROSENWALD MET RODEY
.1. D. Carpenter, superintendent
$6.00
Nos. 9 or 7, after Men With the Fez Will Leave Clean Oaa Coke
on
west
or
south
the
camp
company
th American Lumber
FROM THE FACTORY
IN NEW YORK learning that Sherlll was In the tolls.
WHILE
COAL.
SMITHING
night.
last
home
returned
Krtner,
at
The
Sherlll claims to be a railroad man.
Albuquerque in Force to ParMrs. Miller, of San Marcial, arWe have just received a
rived here last night from Isis Anin1 Hot
n
Merchant Met urna From
Weather
ticipate
geles. She v,HÍ return homo this
I xtcnded YIMl
to Gotham on a
shipment ofmorning.
Albuaueraue's Finest.
Purchasing Trip.
Colorado
of
Program,
NATIVE KINDLING.
Fank Hickman.
European Hotel.
Springs, formerly of Albuquerque, and
S. !.'. Hosenwald. the well known
his son, J. II. Hickman, arrived hero merchant,
a
from
home
returned
has
last night.
"A Midaummei (jowboy Round Up,"
business and pleasure
Silver Atenué.
William Morton anil hU. mother will
la the title of the hot weather proother
City
and
York
to
New
trip
leavo this morning for their home in
gram iHsucd byjlallut Abyad temple
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot.
east.
In
the
places
Thepedal number
Clifton. Allí. They formerly resided
of Hhrlnera.
GEORGE E. ELLIS. Trop.
"I brought back with me the finest
It is good, The price is only
Telephone 01.
In this city.
tells all about the caravan which will
goods
ready-mad- e
plain
anil
stock
of
CarMabel
oasis
and
Maude
to
Mlshfs
the
sands
.The
over
hot
the
travel
be
to
styles
10 CENTS PER PACKAGE.
penter b'avH this morning for Helen of various qualities and
of Silver City, where on rriday nigni
to attend the Valencia county Insti- found in New York." said Mr. HosenAiiKUKt 30. a class of thirty novices
wald yesterday.
Many are paying 12 1 -- 2c
tute meeting.
will he Initiated Into the lodge.
"Any Albuquerque woman desiring
H. B. Hammond has accepted a poThe local Shiinora will loave here
York
New
dress
most
ilw.
fashionable
Per Package.
asbeing
sition with the forest
Thursday morning, August 29, arrivisigned to the Manzano national forest. affords can feel assured that It can be
ng- Ht Sliver City In time to real and
HC A 8
--TERM!
Cold Soda
found at the Hosenwald store."
Pure Drugs.
He spent yesterday In the city.
be ready for the big doin'a the next
Albuquerque Gash Grocery
Mr. Hosenwald paid that while In Greatest Cleaning Up Crusade day.
A called meeting of the Presbytery
BEHT AMERICAN 1JI.OCK, per toa....WM
Hodey,
Line)
per
as held in this Gotham he met
Articles
MIT,
of
Toilet
A
Full
ITK
ANTHRAt
30th,
of the Hlo Grande
businesa
a
a. m., the
At
chief Justice for Porto Rico, and
in History of the Burg Has meeting of the lodge will be held, to ANTHRACITE 8TOVR AND rilBNACK
lty yesterday and numerous ImporCompany, Homer H. Wird, Manager
SECOND AND GOLD
spent several
HM
per toa
tant matters of church business were that the two gentlemen
followed
an hour later by a public
he
the
and
Albuquerque
boosting
In
315 W. Marble-Pho- ne
davs
206
People parade. The Initiatory work will take
Been Commenced
2 o'clock In the níternoon. A
The many friends of "Mrs. Harvey J. fair.
place
at
opM.....
ifcvculi.- unilerent an
c
banquet to the new membera and the
Should Help,
eration at the hospital will hear with NATHAN SALMON WILL
visitors will be neia inui nigni.
pleasure that she Is well on the way
J The hot weather program wan got
START BUSINESS HERE
nariieea, Saddle, Saddlery, Lratlier,
t j iei o"cr;
I
to be HpntlPhnly fen up by Thomas N. Wtlkcraon. po
AlbUfitiernun
K. M. Sanjule. master mechanic of
FindlngH, Paint,
Kelly, cnairman oi artentate;
twenty-H- f
annual
J.
venth
J.
the
when
clean
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
rangements, and Harry Bullard. re
the Santa Fe whops at Gallup, and omii Santa Fe Merchant
In
Frank
October.
fair
buying
convcncH
examine our gnoda and
CEDAR
before
DBS
of t'i.r.
f the best known citizens
to Filter the ,lbiiiicriie Quler, health officer, and Martin corder.
Shnu 410 W. Copcr A ?e.
PINION
money.
eave
prices
and
pSicc. transacted
n Albubusiness
lhonp HIT.
Commercial Held III the Not Far Tlerney. street commliwloner, were
AND TORNILLO
querque yesterday.
408 WEST CENTRAL AVENITE
Distant Future.
yesterday by the city counand Bummer Told.
liar
Harry Coddington, sheriff of
Victima of ha fever will experience gTfat
cil to commence Immediately the
county. N. M.. with ills bride,
It is understood that Mr. Nathan work of cleaning up th city.
bcnoflt by taking Koley'a Honey and Tar, aa
n
and success-fu- l
arrived hero yeti'iday from Kl Paso, Salmon, the
alopa difficult breathing Immodlalely and
The atroetH are to be cleaned, the ItMali
general merchant of Santa Fe, will Hldewalk
tba Inflamed air paaaagea, ana ithii
here they were married Monday.
cleanrepaired,
the
Ruttem
you It will give in
They visited friends here yesterday.
arrive In the city In a few days to ed nut, all unnlRhtly atructures are to If It should fall to cure
relief.
The genuine la In a yellow
Probate Clei k A. K. Walker yestermake arrangements to open a store in be removed, alleya are to be cleared aiant
paokaie. J. II. O'lUelly Oo., druggtats.
Ml BOOTH FIRST BTIIEKT
day issued a marriage license to Fran- this city. Mr. Salmon for the past j
all vacant Iota '
26 twelve years nas iwrn omi- - ii m
cm of refuxe and debrla:
cia Manxllcld. Navulo Indian. ng-AIn
fact
and
i. W. N.IlENNKTJ,
years, and Miss Harriet W. Baker, known and most substantial mer- to be ahorn laoftoweed,
undergo a cleaning
io
Mm at,,
aged 2 4, white woman, both residents chants of the Ancient City, and during lbuquerque
before
never
It
up
a
ha
auch
neodqtiartern for
vt White Hlver. Arlx.
that time has built up an extremely
NavaJn Blanket a ad
M. K. Hherferee has arrived In Allarge "business. He Is well known
While MeHxr. Tlerney and Quler
a and Mexican Oooda.
India
buquerque to make this city the ter- throughout the territory and will be
ovemee the cleaning up, they will
ritorial headquarters for the Conti- an Invaluable addition to local busi will
"Bargaln-flndere- "
are people whe et the
not do It alone, but will atart out 'hla
nental At Insurance and Investment ness circles.
moat eervlre mat of their doliera and thej
Fourth and Central Avenue.
week to notify property owner,
company, of Salt l.ake City.
Mr.
Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.
'
II
adrerltaemeata.
oaraal
every
In
read
Moraine
one
buMineM
men and
What a New lrap Kriltor
Sherferee. who will be the general
Albuquermaking
II T l.rnrh. artltnr of lha Phlllllpabum. the city to aaalat In
manager for New Mexico, now resides
wrllaa: "I hara iwait manr que a veritable Hpotle? Town.
wltu his wife at 3 J 4 South Edith S J . imlly
Dealers In
The chief reiiaon for the cleaning up
kind. f mollrlnoa for cnusha and enlita In
street.
of
thnusun.1
the
la
to
in y family hut nov.r anythtnl so (mxl a
ahow
cruaade
Tar. I rannot say Inn vlaltora who will be here dur'ng
f olov a Hoay and
..
uf It." i. H. U'Klclly
mu. h in prl
a really cosmopolitan city.
FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD lru(lill.
Every man, woman and child It.
Htv should get buay. When h.'
We Carry a Full Lin'e
IK VOl WANT THAT PIOTl'HK the
and
officer calla around greet him
AimsTicAixv health
or
ret
out
Yoriis
tho
with a oheerful smile and
FIRST CLASS SERVICE
At last, the father of John D,
HIAMKI), TAKE IT TO KHOWEM broom and the rake and help to
OK
XKW
been
LINE
It
had
HAS
like
city
look
nilANH
HE
make the
Woa.rO"Crockory---GlixssvvQr- o
at
Rockefeller, He lives at
THE 1'IXKST I'KTl'KE MOI'M scrubbed. Incidentally you are likely
Judge
police
the
before
haled
be
albin to
ixuk ev eh nnoi cair
420 W. LEAD, AVE Phone 718 QIEHOI'E.
Frecport, III., and receives
there la a great
If you (Jon't-bALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC
deal of civic pride In Albuquerque
'
illustrious
his'
any
annually
one
'
from
and It la Inconceivable that
We Have In Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop. '
with the au
.
will fall to
son $5,000.' His names is
thorities In the matter.

men iieb
,

if irtisi

Manzano

IT'S EASY TO KEEP COOL

yr

two-piec-

ln

$12,50

S7.50

High-barga-

F. H. STRONG,
Strong

in

Glassware,

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.

SIMON STERN,

si'-et:-

e,

I

Albu-querque-

al-h-

PUP

Wall Paper!

SHRitlERS

t'.

COAL

!

-d

WOOD

BE SPOTLESS

WlliAllN&CO

s'

1

:

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

HOTEL CRAIGE

ALBUQUERQUE III

Well-know-

Toasted
Rusk

llt-18-20--

-

FI

COA

ts

Well-kno-

Just

VANMNIRUGC

WOOD

THOS. F. KELEHER

JOHN S. BEAVEN

Use Morning Journal Want Ads

E. A. Gertig,

rrr

well-know-

WAGNER. HARDWARE CO.

.

real-dont- e.

P.

full-wee-

Herdwei.ref Stoves end Ranges

FOUND

GreLnito

to

ut

.

IHE ALBUQUERQUE 6US1IIESS GOLLEGEl

i

Albuquerque, N. M.
nooKirrriM),

rhorthaxd. tvpkm mti.mi,
rOB Oil (.RAIl ATM.

kkolikh,

spaxuh.

XNIHT RTHOOL.
WE M IRE rOHlTIOMI

alx-hor-

LIBRARY BUILDING. FALL OPENING TUESDAY SEPT. 3

VP.

THE DIAMOND PALACE.
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New Motor Cara.
The firxt of the new style of motor
cara for ue In section work has made
Ha appearance 'at the local hopa In
having
Han Hernardlno for repairs,
been Bent In from Need lea, wnere it is
In use. i It la Intended to replace the
old stylo hand car, especially where
trackmen are compelled to travel long,
distances and go In more than ordl-nary numbers.
The car la equipped with a
nnwer motor and la capable of carry
ing twelve men. It la also designed to
pull two or three trailers for additional men. The cara are coming Into
general use on the roads, especially In
the desert sections where rapid transit
over long
la
desirable at time
atrutches of track.
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STEVENS, EICHAR and CO.
Watch Us Grow-1

Watch

Our

Business

Methods Win.

Dawson.
Wrtvk on
Engine 174 was wrecked between
Taylor and Abbott Wednesday even
Ing and Engineer Hardy was hurt. W.
TRIMBLE & COMPANY
Ilia Inltirlea are not serious but his
brulsea are many.. The engine and live" I.ITKBT, FEED AMU UVKKT fTABLCS
cara turned over.' but the damage tol
rtra flaee TonwaU mt
roijing itorg is insignincni. ,
H..).ie'
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Found, also, a mighty good
place to buy groceries at

i

ENTRUSTED

Hardware

ALASKA REFRIGERATORS
White Mountain Ice Cream

Freezers.

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
MINE

HERCULES POWDER
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MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED
113.115-11- 7
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